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FORWORD 

The research project, "Innovative Resource Planning in 
Urban Public Safety Systems," is a multidisciplinary activity, 
supported by the National Science Foundation, and involving 
faculty and students from the M.I.T. Schools of Engineering 
Science, Architecture and Urban Planning, and Management. The 
administrative home for the proJect is the M.I.T. Operations 
Research Center. The research focuses on three areas: 
1) evaluation criteria, 2) analytical tools, and 3) impacts 
upon traditional methods, standards, roles, and operating pro
cedures. The work reported in ~his document is associated 
primarily· with category 2, in which a set of analytical and 
simulation models are developed that should he useful as 
planning, research, and management tools for planners and 
decision-makers in many agencies. 

In this report Professor Morse provides a thor0ugh tour 
.of search theory for the planner who wishes to use and imple
ment the results. The material covers approximately thirty 
years of development of the field, stemming from the original 
U.S. Navy Operations Research Group (1943), which was headed by 
Professor Morse. Although the vast majority of applications 
to date have been in the area of military operations, it is 
expected that more applications of search theory concepts 
'will appear in an urban public safety setting. These could 
include, for instance, allocation of police preventive patrol 
or fire inspectors. . . 

" Richard C. Larson 
Principal Investigator 
Innovative Resource Planning 
In Urban Public Safety Systems 

If you have issues viewing or accessing this file contact us at NCJRS.gov.
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6.0 Introduction 

Beirig a part of a Handbook of Operations Research, this 

Chapter is addressed to the average worker in the field, not to 

the 'specialist in search theory. Results and conclusions ,are 

emphasized, rf!-ther than niceties of derivat.ions (these can be 

found by going to the references). Procedural outlines and 

graphical aids are provided, so that use can be made of the 

theory in planning actual searches. The aim has been to foster 

such use~ and the hopo is that interest will be aroused in 

, developing more usable solutions for real search problems. 
I 

Search is an example of an operations research subject 

wherein theory ~nd practice have diverged as they have developed. 

Search theory, as a distinct ~ubjeQt, of study, was begun in 

* World War II in response to a very practical need for the 

efficient use of planes and ships to find enemy submarines. 

The theory then worked out, rudimentary as it was, turned o,ut 

to be of considerable help to the Navy in preparing search 

plans and procedures that were more effective than the earlier, 

more intuitive tactics. Since that time the mathematical logic 

under 1 y j ng the theory has b'een appreciab.i.y strengthened (s ee, 

* "Preliminary Report on the Submarine Search Problem," by 
P. M. Morse, R. F. Rinehart and others, issued in May 1942, was 
the first Technical Report of the newly formed Anti-Submarine 
Warfare Operations Research Group, financed by the National 
Defense Research Committee and assigned to the Office of the 
Chief of Naval Opeiations, Admiral King. It covered parts of 
the material in subsections 6~23, 6.32, and .6.52 below. The 
contents of this and of many other studies by various members of 
the Group arc reported in consolidated form in Koopman (1946). 
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for examp1c, Dobbie, 1968, and Pollock, 1971) and the range 

of suggested applications has been conjecturally ext0ndea, 

but it is questionable whether many of the later, more elegant, 

cxtensions are in a form to be of much help to an operator 

carrying out an actual search, with its attendant urgencies and 

errors. 
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Part of the reason for the lack of advance in 8ppli-

'cations is the wide variety of situations implied in the word 

search. Asid.e from the basic probabilistic principles, there 

is little i.Y.:!. common between the computational search for th~ 

maxima of a complex function of many variables and the search 

for a los't child on the sl.ope of a mountain or the search by 

the pollee. for a fugitive who is continually changing his hiding 
, 

place., If ·s;earch theory iEl to extend its range of applicability, 

many specific practical cases will· have to be analyzed in detail, 

and usable nolutions (even though they be approximate and inelegant) 

must be foulld for each case. 

As p()inted out by Pollock (1971)(6ee also Danskin, 1962) 

the term ~trch has at times come to encompass, not only the 

strategy of the operation of looking for a "lost" object or 

person (the target), but also the design and use of the detection 

equipment and the question of what to do after the object has 

been founde In this Chapter the less inflated definition will 

be accepted: search is the planning and carrying out of the 

process of lookin~ for the ta~get. We assume that the char~ 

acteristicB of the detection equipment have been obtained, 

either directly from operational experiments (as described in 

Bubsection 6.23) or else indirectly from the 'comb,i,ned use of 

the statistical theory of signal detection and decision theory, 

and proceed to discuss how the equipment can b~ used in devising 

the strategy of actual search. A discussion of these excluded 

problems, and a partial list of related papers, is given in 

Pollock (1971). 

This concentration on the actual search process allows 

us to shorten the list of appropriate measures of effectiveness. 
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In general Vie as.sume that the desider.a tum is to maximize the 

probability of finding the target, for a given expenditure of 

search effort. Occa.sionally we assume that the criterion is 

to minimize the expected time required to find the t.r~et; 

indeed in many cases these two criteria require the same strat

egies. We do not consider other crit~ria, such as maximizing 

the amount of information gathered, discussed by Mala (1961) 

and Dobbie (1968)0 

Even with this delimitation, the present Chapter, for 

reasons of apace, can only include a review of basic principles? 

plus some scattered remarks regarding recent developments. 

Details of these recent developments may be obtained from the 

papers given in the bibliographies of Enslow (1966), Dobbie 

(1968) and Pollock (1971). Our d:1,scussion of basic principles 

will be given 'in terms of particular examples, to ensure that 

a modicum of realism be retainede 

We will treat first the case of continuous search~ because 

it has been studied in more detail~ Here the military applications 

are more numer9us, though other search situations have been dealt 

with.. Some space is given to cousideration ot the Q:rf~c_t\)on the 

structure of an optimal search 9 of false targets that often dilute 

an actual sear(;h~ Later sections deal with ·the problem of the 

search of discrete sitea;'with potential applications to the 

prospecting for are or oil, or the police search for evidence. 

Finally the problem of the search for an active evader is touc~ed 

on; here the theoretical development is just begi,nning and the' 

application to practice is yet to come~ 

I • 
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6~1 Fundamental Conceptso 

We start with the operation basic to nearly all physical 

search~ that of a person searching with his eyes over an area, 

td see whether he can recognize some object or symbol or pattern 

(that we shall call the target) which he believes (or hopes) to 

be present somewhere in the area. Visual search displays nearly 

all the characteristics of more complicated search operations! 

the phenomenon of diminishing returns and the degree of improve

ment resulting from more orderly search pattorns, for example. 

In addition~ visual search is usually a component of more 

instrumented searches, in that the instruments -- the radar or 

sonar screen, for instance -- must be scanned visually. 
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6.11 Visual Search of an Area. .------

T~e pertinent properties of the eyes in scanning an area 

and the nature of the paychophysiological response ar~ reviewed 

in Chapter 4 of Koopman (1946)0 They form the basis of the 

following discussion. 

The human eyes scan an area in a sequence of fixations in 

various directions (for about 1/2 to 1/4 second apiece) separated 

by rapid changes of eye direction; the eye does not "see" while 

the line of si~ht is moving. The detail seen per fixation drops 

off rapi~ly wi~h an~le away from the line of sight. Fine detail 

is perceived only by the fovea, the small central portion of the 

retina, subtending only a few degrees. Large objects, with a 

strong contraat t may be detected when 200 or more from the line 

of aight~ but the central 20 to 50 are needed for fine detail. 

These effects may be expressed in terms of a probability 

~(~) that th~ searched-for target is recognized during a given 

fixation of the eyes in a direction at angle ~ to the line to 

the target. Probabili ty ~ of course d.epends on ~., bu.t also on .the 

V ., 
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• 

• 

• 
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illumination, the angular size and visual contrast of the target 

and of course on the state of the viewer's eyes. As notsd 9 IJ. h<iS 

a sharp max:\.mum at ~ mI 0 9 dropping rapidly to zero beyond t3 ~ 50. 

The effectiv'e solid f'..ngle scanned for the target, per fix~tion9 

would then be the integral of V- over solid angle dil. ... do. sin" d~'9 

r a1 ff ~(fj) d.o.. 

The value of r also depends on the nature of the target and on 

the conditions ,of illumination; it .is a measure of the utility of 

a single glimpse in finding the target~ In~any cases this effec

tive solid angle is small, of the order of 10. square degreaso 

The magnitude of the search task also depends on the total 

solid angle fie subtended, at the s'earchar t 
8 eyes, by the total 

area to be searched ove:t' 0 If initially the searcher has no idea 

of the position of the target in the solid angle ~s~ and if the 

plane is orien.ted and illuminated so that r is independe:q.t of the 

direction to which 'the line of sight is pointed., then the chance 

of detecting the ta~get in a aingle fization, directed at random 

withinlls9 will be cODstant, indep~ndent of direction (other 

casae will be considered later).. This chancs 9 called the!, J2rior1:, 

glimpse ~robabl1i~, the ratio between the effective solid angle 

scanned per fixation and the total 801.id angle to be scanned, 

g IS r Ins ~ is the probability that the target will be recognized 

in a single, randomly pointed fixationo 

When, as is usual in such visual searches, successive fix

ations are randomly directed, the probability that the object 

will be recognized in the n'th fixation is (l_g)n-lg , the prob

abili~y that it will still be undetected after the n'th glimpse 

is (l_g)n and the probability that it will be located by or b$~ore 
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the n'th fixation is 

Pall - (1 _ g)n 
n 

(1) 

Since g is usually considerably amaller than unity and since 

searches of any importance involve hundreds of fixations (i.~., 

time~ of half a minute or more) this formula may be replaced by 

its asymptotic form 
-ng Pn JIll 1 - e (2) 

It is often useful to express this formula in terms of 

time t spent and total solid angle..n. to be searched 0 s If 1) is 

the frequency of eye fixations during the search"ao that n JIll fit, 

C~) 
we can write 

PC ~) i1Z 1 - e -~ ; !ll ,., E/ns ; E III wt 

as the probability that the target 'will be detected in time t 

or sooner; where w ~ Vl~ is the search!!!!, in solid angle per 

unit time~ E ita the tot.!! ,§!earch ,effort, in effective solid angle 

scanned in time t and ~ is the sEecific ~ effort or sighting 

~otential of the search. 

We note,the important property of diminishing returns, para

mount in all search procedures. Doubling the search effort E 

does not do~ble the probability of finding the targete Other 

search operations, discussed later, correspond to less simple 

relations between p(m) and W, but for all well-organized searches 

the proba.bili ty p( DO :i19 related to the specific ~earch effort m 

by the following general properties (see discussion of Eq. 21) 

p(m) is a monotonically increasing function of I, and

J p(O) .. 0; p(t\l)~u ~ 1 &8 I ~oo ; furthermore (4) 
p'(m) § (dP/dm) is a monotonically decreasing function 

.of m and P t (m) -". 0 8S Ill-»-oo 
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The adjective IIwell-organiz,ed" implies that the properties 

of p(m)9 expresD3d in (4), are in effect a definition of. what we 

mean by IIwell-organized." searcho At any time during the expen

diture of search effort we should, if pOBsibls 9 direct our next 

. quantum of effort in that direction that promises the greatest 

resUlts; that is, for which po is greatest theno If we can do 

this at every ,instant of the search, we will have picked first 

the action for which P' is the largeat (or at least not smaller 

than for any other act10n)9 and So on; and P' will aG a result 

be a monotonically decreasing function of w. .For further dis-

cussion see Koopman 195Gb, de Guenin 1961 and Section 6.33 of 

this Chapter) e These properties of pt~)9 BUl1i.msd up in the 

phrase "diminishing returns", usually imply that the moat effi

cient search involves a very non-linear distribution of search 

effort, as will be seen in Section 60330 

6012 False Alarms, Non-random Scanning • 

Jus't now, however, we must return to an actual ex~mple of 

visual search,to see.whetherour. assumption. inherent in ~qc(l)t 

of the statistical independence of successive glimpse probabilities 

is (or can be made) valid, and whether the actual search rate w 

is in practice. equal to Vr~ For example, suppose a person is 

standing fr~nt of a large bookcase, trying to find a particular 

book that he believes is somewhere on the shelves. He first 

scans at random; then out of the corner of his eye he may 

glimpse what seems to be the right title and he directs his 
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next fixat~ons there to check. Perhaps the follow-up shows he 

was in error, so he returns to random scanning. Next time his 

attention is caught he may have to come close, or even to take 

the book off the shelf, before he realizes this also is not the 

book he is looking for~ ~ventually a glimpse, followed by a 

closer look, discovers the wanted book (if it is truly there). 

~hUB the actual process of visual search involves both 

random and correlated fixations. In addition, some of the 

"detections ll pl~ove to be false alarms, that tend to dilute the 

rate of search and thus delay the eventual diacoveryo In the 

latter part of subsection 6.41 we will discuss the effects of 

the presence of false targets on the structure of another kind 

of search, and in the latter part of subsection 6.42 we report 

the ~olution for a.very simple false target situation (see Stone 

1972 and Dobbie 1973 for further details). At present. however 9 

the effect of false alarms on theviaual search operation just 

described, has not been analyzed in detail, so the best we can 

do is to assume tnat it will not change the form of Eq.(3) but 

will reduce the magnitude of the search rate 00. In view of the 

number of approximations alread~ imbedded in our assumptions. it 

is doubtful whether any more detail,1 ~nalysi8 will produce a 

solution that is enough closer to what actually happens to 

warrant discarding the simplicity of Eq.(3). 

In fact one can verify experimentally that the probability 

of findin~ a wanted book in a bookcase containing N.books 

\N lar~e) in time t is approximately given by the formula 

• -!,U .1.)( m) :.: 1 - e . gJ = pt/N 

- ~------- -----------------~--------~-
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where p, the effective search rate in books per unit time, 

depends on the searcher, the degree of illumination and the 
! 

physical characteristics of the book,. and includes the effects 

of false alarms. In practice this rate turns out to lie 
()U ~\an; .... 1910) 

betweeu 100 and 200 books per minuteA if the books are arranged 

at random on the shelves 9 so th~ ~ priori probability of the 

book's location is uniform throughout the bookcase. In this 

case the deviations to f.ollow up falae alarms slow the search 

but do not 8eem to alter ita generally random nature. 

The formula of Eq.(5) ~a an exemplar of the relationship 

between the probability ~(m) of discovery and the specific 

search coverage m = E/A, the ratio between search effort E and 

the area A to be covered. We note again the property of 

diminishing returns characteristic of all F'a sB:ti~,fying (4); 

if effort E is doubled, m is doubled but P is not doubled 

(unless E is small)Q Probability P is not additive, but search 

coverage is additive. For this reason m is often called the 

sighting potential (see Koopman, 1956b)0 

To measure the degree of inefficiency caused by this 

process of random fixation, we turn to the idealized situation 

of complete regularity of search. Suppose our eyes could be 

made to swing, smoothly across area A and suppose the target 

would certainly be discovered if it came within. a solid angle 

subtending a circular region R of diameter W on A, and would 

not be discovered if it wer~ outside A (this assumption 

elimina tss the effac ta of false targets) ... We could then try 

to cover area A efficiently by moving the line of sight so 
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that region R sweeps out a regular, non-overlapping path, 

ei thar in a spiral or a zigzag patter':l, eventually covering 

all of A but never covering any area more than once. 

If the target i8 equally likely 'to be anywhere to A~ 

the probability that it will have been discovered by the time 

an a.rea a of A ha,d thus been searched over is 

-\ (a/A) (a~ A) 
pea) (6) 

1 (a~A) 

where a,. A means that aome of A has to be searched over again. 
To compare this with Eq.(5), for random search, we note that 

the sighting potential in the present case is m = a/A. Thus 

the two curve~ forP start with the same initial value and slope 

at m • 0 and both approach each other as q~oo. The g~eatest 

difference between the two curves is at ~ • 1, where the prob

ability for uniform coverage ia 1.00 and that for random coverage 

is 0.6,. As we shall see later, t~e results for any intermediate 

degree of regularity in search coverage give resulte intermediate 

between these two curves (see Fig. 8). 
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6.2 Motion of the Searcher. - - ;;;..;;;..;:;;;.:..=.:.:.:. 

We turn now to a different operational situation, that of an 

aircraft flying over the ocean, searching for a ship or surfaced 

submarine. The plane's altitude is h; it is flying a straight 

course at speed v, which is great enough 130 the ship may be con

sidered to be at rest. Here again we must discuss the rate of 

search, but iAl this case the rate is de·termined by the speed of 

the plane, which sweeps out a. "searched strip" as it flies along. 

6.21 . Visual Search. 

First consider the case of a visual observer, looking for the 

target ship. The most noticeable- feature of a small ship, such 'as 

a submarine, is usually its wake, if it is moving. Thus~ as he 

glances about, the observer's chance per glimpse of spotting it 

is roughly proportional to the solid angle the wake subtends at 

his eye, in addition to depending on the state of the sea and the 

transparency of the atmosphere. As indicated in Fig. l~ this 

solid angle is inversely proportional to(r2 + h2) and proportional 
I 

to cos9 "" h/(r2 + h2) '1 0 In other words his glimpse probability for 

spotting the target when it is a horizontal distance r from the 

searching plane is 
where the value of the 

constant C depends on the size of the ship plus wake, its contrast 

to the surrounding aea (i.e., on the state of the aea) and on the 

range of atmospheric visibility. For further details see Koopman,l94 

In a time dt, during which the plane will hav~ .oved a dis

tance dy &\I v dt in the y direction, the observer will have had 

time to makeVdt '" (v /v )dy eye fixations ~ Following the d:l·.;;,,~ussion 

of the previous Section, the probability of ~ spotting the ship 

during time dt9 when the ship is s. horizontal distance I' from the 
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plane is q(t) u expl-1Jchdt!Ch2 + r2)'I] and the cumulat:tve 

probability of not finding the ship, as the plane progresses on 

its search course, is the product of all the partial probabilities, 

$ooq(t-dt)q(t)q(t+dt)q(t+2dt)··· , for as lo~g &s the ship is 

within the solid angle searched over by the observer. Thus the 

probability p' mt 1 - [ .... Q(t-dt)Q(t)q(t+dt)oo·1 of finding the 

ship during the passage of the search plane is given by the equation 

p IS 1 - e-F(x) F(x) =: f"g(r) dt (7) 

where the integration is taken over the whole time during which 

the target is within the solid angle covered by the observer. The 

comments about visual search at the end of tha previous Section 

. indicate that the effective value of the constant VC i9 rather 

less than laboratory measurements would predict; indeed, to be 

safe, its value must be measured under operational conditions, as 

will be discussed. later. Nevertheless,', the general form of Eq. (7) 

is valid • 

The quantity F(x) 1s 9 8S mentioned previoual~, a sighting 

potential; ita additive property is evidenced by ita being an 

integral. If~ later in the search, the plane's course brings it 

again within sighting range of the ship, the combined probability' 

of detection would. be obtained by a~ding the two values of F; 

p:r 1 - exp(-Fl -F2 ). The individual F of Eqo(7) is a sum of 

all the infinitesimal sighting potentials accumulated tas the plane 

,passes by the target. 

Returning to the formula for g(r) for visual Sighting, we 

can work out the visual sighting potential for a ship that ia 

" 8A perpe"dicular distanc·e· x (called the lateral z:ange) from the 

plane's course. It is 
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(8) 

as shown in Fig ... 2. If the observer scans the entire forwa.rd 

half' of the I;:)cean, Yo. 0, the formula simplifies and the resulting 

probability of detection, of a ship at lateral range x, from a 
, 

pla.ne at altitude h, travelling on Ii straight cour8~ with speed ., is 

'p(:x) ,. 1 - exp t-kh/tr(h2 +x2)1 ~ 1 _ e _k~/vx2 (h«x) (9) 

wl\id .. 1\\ 'i\.\1cd 'U (.I)(>/I.!::: ;0'\ f,!) 3. 
In view of the discussion preceding Eq.(6), we see that the 

parameter k i8 likely to be rather smaller thanVC. Nevertheless 

k is determined by the contra·st and size of the sought object, 

the atmospheric visibility and the observer's alertness, plus the 

degree to which his position in the plane hinders clear .vision in 
(Lr ",/l,) 'r\.h" "'~~f.~ 0" 'Ii I y t\..Q. f\'\Yl~ i ... ~o~ '\11('1 Td-;,t') • 

all directionsA The details of the methods ot visual search also 

are important. For example, the use of binoculars may actually 

reduce the value of k~ because such use red~ces the frequency V 

ot fixations and also the size of the solid angle cove~ed per 

fixation, even though it increases the' probability of detection 
I 1! the target is within the angle of view •. Methods of measuring 

k under operational condition.s will be discussed later. 

6.22 Lat~r~~ ~nge Probabllitiee fo~ 
Different Dete~tion ~icea • 

The ~ateral rangt! curve for visual search from a plan.e, 

ourve! of Fig. 3, 115 on.e example of various curves corresponsiing 

to various itulitrumenta used to detect the searched-for target. 

A latera.l range curve embodies the detailaof the search effect

iveness ot the detectton equipment that is carried at uniform 
'\)" 

velocity f\. alcng a stra.ight path that happens to pass a distance x 
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trom the target. The ahape of the curve is dependent on the 

nature of the target and the type of detection equipment involved. 

In the idealizad case where the object is not detected if it never 

co.mea Vii thin E\. definite range R of tb.e observer, is certainly seen 

if it comea within range R, the curve ia the ~finite range curve 

marked d in Fig.;. 

In actual practice the lateral range curve seldom approaches 

the defin,i te range curve d; nearly always there is a range of 

th l ' 't f detection For example, a search uncertain,ty near e ~ml. 0 • 

radar sends out a succession of pulses, as it swings its direc

tional antenna around, and reflections from the target are received 

and displayed, as a"bl1p ll on the Bcope, at a pOint corresponding 

to the ~o8ition of the target with respect to the radar. If the 

target is too small or too far away the received signal will be 

too 

the 

of 

In 

small to produce a blip on the scope. If the signal is near 

limit of detection a blip may occur only occasionally~ instead 

every time the" antenna scans in the direction of the targeto 

ndditiont other objects, such as waves, produce blips that may 

intermittently show up on the screen. Only when the blip appears 

nearly every scan, i.e.~ only when the b1i12-!.£,!B ratio approaches 

unity, can the observer be sure that an object is really detected. 

(For further details, see Koopman, 1946, Chapter 5~ Baaically, 

• 

• 
L..-...., ____ _ 

radar search is a two-level search: the radar producing blips on 

the screen, the observer searching the screen for persistent blips. 

There are analytic methods (see, for example, Pollock, 1971) 

to bQlance between the chance of false alarm and the chance of 

overlooking the target, in terms of the blip-scan ratio. Usually 

the exigencis8 of the search, and the stress on the searcher, 

preclude the application of such niceties in actual practice. 
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The degree of fatigue of the observ~\r9 for example, has been found' 

have a much larger effect on the results than any prescribed rule 

for blip-scan ratio; observer fatigue can at times reduce the 

effective range of aetection to half the optimal range. A\')f) I~ ~,.hIl1f4~ 
:t v," t1rIIl o'o~(~'~ nkl->o.vu. -till\(. to 'kI\"ThQ. ~~( fu,,\()u.,i1\~; Ph-tv. w,\lA.~cv\d&n'\J', ,,' it <l ..... \~ vj~v"'\ 'ilIV'J,\, 

IS ~r«<l (V\4 ) 'In any caSEl
9 
und~r ree.sonably good conditione, the lateral 

range curve for radar search would have the general shape shown 

in curve b of Fig.;. No detection occurs when the lateral range 

x is some factor (;0% in the curve shown) greater than the effective 

range R; perfect detection occurs i~ x is les8 than R by about the 

same factoro Under poor conditions the curve may be more like 

curve c of Fig.;. For example the search plane may be flying over 

Ii rough sea, or ever heavily wooded terrain, with a great number 

of false blips (sea or ground clutter) that tend to hide the true 

blip. In soma cases the clutter is greatest in the forward dir6c

tion 9 so the· chance of detection is greatellt for some in,teI'msdiate 

value of %9 am illustrated in curve c of Fig.;. For further details 

see Koopman, 1946, Chapter 5. 

Most" of the remarks made for radar search apply to the case 

of the use of sonar by a surface vessel searching for a submsrged 

submarine (see Koopman, 1946, Chapter 6). Instead of ground 

clutter, the Bo-called reverberation tends to hide the true blip; 

also the signal tends to be lost when the vessel is nearly over, 

the submarine •. Therefore, except tor the differenc~s in distance 

scal~, lateral range curves for sonar resemble curves b and c of 

Fig. 3~ 

Many other search eituationa correspond to the model discussed 

here. For example 9 the visual search, from a helicopter, for Q 

lost child would probably conform roughly to curve a of Fig. 3, 

and thus to Eq.(9). If the person were lost in wooded territory, 
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and the search has to be conducted on foot, the lateral range 

curve would more.nearly correspond to b of Fig.3, the visibility 

being sharply limited by the trees. On the other hand, if shouts 

were used to alert the lost one, the shape may be nearer curve &. 

When doge are u8e~, still another curve may be appro~riateo For 

further discussion of these problema, aee Kelley, 1973. 

The sighting potentia.ls R(x), for the fo~ curves of probab

ility p(x), shown in Fig.3, are.displayed in Fig.L~. As mentioned 

before, theBe potentials are additive; if several observers are 

involved, either followinl~ along the same path or travelling in 

parallel paths, their potentiale are to be add~d, to obtain the 

resultant probability of detection, 

p ( x ) '" 1- exp r -F 1 (x) - F 2 ( x) - •• • ] '(10) 

For example, if the search plane has n visual observers, or if 

n planes follow the same path, the k of J!.j~s.(8) and (9) is to be 

replaced by nk. Because the probabilities follow the law of 

diminishin~ returns, such duplication of effort is inefficient 

unless F(x) for a single observer is less than about 0.7, or p(x) 

less than about 0.5. Thus additional sighting potential would 

be useful, in the visual case (curve a) for \x\ '> 0.3 w • 
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6.23 Search Wi.d't;h p.nd ~ Measurement. 

The effective width of the path swept out by the searcher 

in his course is found by integrating the probability of detection 

over the lateral range x~ 

W = fp(x) ax m r~l - exp[-F(x)l} dx (11) 
-04 ~<>O 

where F(x) is the sighting potential. The 3earch width W is the 

most usefuL. single measure of the effectivenees of a detection 

i d b observor moving in a continuous path instrument, carr e y an ~ 

over the area to be searched. As he movea, he can be reasonably 

certain to find the a~'arched-.for target if it comes within the 

swept path of width W, centered on his track. A~ one can see 

from Fig. 3, most search will not certainly de1~1:I(~to the target if 
.. 

it lies between t Wand - ~ W of the path; but there i8 a compen-

f findina it if it lies beyond ::i: _:2,1 W, so the effec-sating chance 0 0 

tive width is W. 

The effective search width for viSt~l search fr~m low 

altitude i9., l...ccording to Eq. (9) ,. 
1>0 . r 2 

Vi] 0! 11. - exp( :-kh/vx )1 d.x 
-w 2 ~ 

2 [ .,; .. ( 1 _ . -kh/vx );l '" x,.j ~ .. ~ " 
1>0 . 2 

+ 2 ~ (2kh/vx2) e -kh/vx dx 
(3 

(for h <'.. W/10) (12) 

(Note the diffe~ence with Eq.29 of Koopman, 1956,2; we assume 

the observer iooks in the forward nalf circ~e, instead of all 

around). For higher altitudes, an approximate formula. is 

w !i!. 2\f" 'Jtkh/v exp( -hv /4k) 

We note that the width increases with altitude up to h~(2k/v)~ 

above which visibility begins to reduce the chance of spotting 

b 1 th 1 e W· e note 0160 that increasing the target, even when e ow e p an • Q 

•• 
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the speed of th~ search plane reduces the search width, which is 

not surprising, since increasing the speed of the plane shortens 

the. time during Whic+ny gi ve.n area is scanned. As was noted 

before, if n independent observers traverse the same track, the 

k in the square root is replaced by nk. 

Each of the curves of Fig., and Fig.4 have the abscissa 

scaled to the effective search width. The curve for the usual 

radar and sonar search (b in Figs., and 4) is much closer to the 

idealized definite range curve d, than is the visual search curve a; 

the fringe of lew probability for curve b does not extend very far 

beyond ~ :II: W/2 a'nd over the range 0< x< W/2 the chance of detecting 

the target is nearly unity. In this case it would be a nearly 

complete waste of effort .for anot~er radar or sonar vehicle to 

repeat the same path (unless the seeing is"poor, as with curve c)~ 
A . 

We have noted earlier that the ability of an observer, with 

his vehicle and equipment, to detect sdme targ~t9 depends on so 

many variables that in practice it is wellnigh impossible to 

predict this ability from laboratory measurements. Thus~ if it 

is important to conserve search effort( andlfor this,one needs 

to know the value of W),the only safe p~ocedure is to measure W 

under conditions closely approximating those in actual search. 

It was found, in World War ~I, that the usual search width W for 

radar planes searching for German submarines, was one half to 

one third the value claimed by the radar manufacturer, based on 

laboratory measurements. This is not surprising when one com

pares the results of tests on an optimally tuned radar, operated 

by an expert, with the results using a radar that had seen heavy 

serVice, operated by a tired G.I. lithe manufacturer's cla1:'1s 

hael been used. in planninfS, there wou11 have been lorv,e "boles" 
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i~ the search plans. In addition to these differences between 

~~ ti there ~s the eQQect of "false alarms" labo~atory a~ prac ce, _ •• 

and the pauses to verify 
<tl\~ ('.-t 

~;ectioru 6.1) which serve 

that can usually only be 

questionable detections (discussed in 

to dilute the search effort by amounts 

determined experimentally. 

If a target simulating the real target is easy to conatruct, 

the measurement can be carried out as follQws. Layout a band 

of width D, at least 3 times the beat estimate of the search 

width Wand of length L at l.east 10 times D, with a well-marked. 

d ita middle Now place T simulated atraight search course own • 

targets, mora or less uniformly distributed over the whole area 

LD, but not so regularly spaced that it would be possible to 

deduce the regularity. If one wishes to measure p(x) as well as 

W, the'distance from the search path of each target should be 

d rd d An observer is then sent along the search measured, an reeo e. 

i d t not• the position of each target he observes path and requ re· 0 ~ 

during hie passage. After chackingus records and removing the 

"false a.lamna", if it turns out he has spotted n of the T targets 

then an estimate of the search width is nD/T. If n is larger 

than! T, the band width D was chosen too small, D should be 

doubled, the targets redistributed uniformly over the new band, 

and the experimen~fun over again. 

If the number n ot true targets spotted is leas th'an about 

20, statistical fluctuations will preclude accuracy in the resulto 

In this case a number ~~independent observers should be run through 

th~ course, making £lure that each is ignorant of the location of 

the targeta 01" of th.9 findings of other observers. When the 

N ~ 'of targets spotted bv all m observers reaches total n~ber • ~n v 

a value or 100 Ormore~ the resulting ratio (ND/mT) will be a 

•• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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reasonably accurate estimate of the search width W. 

If one can persist long enough for N to reach values of 500 

to 1000, and if the lateral range of each target has been measured, 

then a rough estimate of the lateral range curve of Fig.3 can be 

constructed. One divides the N spotted targets (counting each 

target a.s many times as it has been spotted,aa before) into those 
0" ,\t", r ."i ~iI, 

within W/6Aof the search path (suppose there are Nl of these), those 

with lateral range between t (W/6) and i (W/3) (N2 of those), those 

with lateral range between1.(W/3) and:t(W/2) (N, of these) and 60 on 

until all the N have be~n counted. One Can then construct a block 

diagram, as shown in Fig.5, with the height of the i'th block 

equal to (,Ni/N), which will be a rough estimate. of the lateral 

range curve, as shown in Fig.5 by the solid line. The accuracy 

of the re$ult depends., in part, on the uniform distribution of the 

initial placing of targets; there should be a roughly equa.l number 

in each of the strips parallel to the path. 
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Search 2f !B ~. 

The usual search operation involves the coysring of an area 

to find aome target pr6sumed present. In this Section we assume 

that there is no initial guess sa to the object's whereabouts, 80 

one has to assume it is equally likely to be anywhere in the area. 

In accord with the discussion following Eq.(5), and dealt with 

further inSectibn 6.3;, the best way or applying our search 

effort, in this cass, is to dis~ribute it as evenly over the whole 

area as is operationally possible. Details of the derivation of 

many of the equations given in this Section may be round in 

Koopman, 1956,b t 

Parallel Sweeps. 

If the area to be searched is considerably larger than can 

be covered by a stationary inspection or by a single sweep through 

it, the best way of insuring uniform coverage is by a sequence of 

pa.rallel sweeps, spaced a distance S aparte Thi.s may be accom-
Q. '5Ijl~~\ ~~ ",. ~~ 

pliahed bYAthe zigzag course of a singls Observer, as shown in 

Figo6, or elae by a number of observers following parallel courses 

interspaced a distance S. Depending on the time and degree of . 

effort available, n parallel courses can be afforded, each of 

length D, spaced S 5 cln apart, thus amounting'to a total path 

length L m nDo From the previous Section we have measured an 

effective search width W, so that WL m nnw B A(W/S) is the are~ 

effectively searche.d (or the total search effort) A = CD being . 

the area to be searched and iLIA a W/S being the fractional 

~ea~2a cQvera~e (or a.pecific search effort, or total sig4ting 

Qotential)0 If the dimensions C and D of the area are consid

erably larger than W, n and thus L can be considered to be 
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Fig.6. Parallel sweeps, of search width W, spaced a distance 
S apart, providing uniform coverage of area A = CD. 
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continuous variableso Also, if the area A is not rectangLlls.l.·, 

as shown in Fig. 6, but is sufficiently large and compact in shape. 
~ ~~ -
a~patternAof parallel sweeps can belaid out that pr.oduce essen-

tially the same uniform coverage and the same fractional coverage 

for the same total search effort WL. 

To predict 'the probability of finding the target during such 

a coverage, we must add the sighting potentials F of Figo4, for 

the parallel sweeps as shown in Fig.? We have (if A is large 

-enough) pp(X) u 1 - exp~-Fp(x)1 
1'10'1'1 

(14 ) 

Fp(X) :II L F(lx - uS\) 
t,",,~ 

see ll'iS.7 

for the probability of detection if the target haa a lateral 

range x from one of .thB paths. The formulas represent the fact 

that each parallel sweep contributes its ahare to the total Sighting 

potential Fpo The limiting value no is the integer such that ~(x) 

becomes negligible for \xl between noS and (oo+l)S; usually F is 

such that no is small. Thus in practice we need not c~nsider 

"edge effects" for the sweeps next to the edges of the area. If 

these edge effects are. neglected, both Fp and Pp are periodic 

functions of x with period S. 

Let the distance of the searched-for target from edge D be z. 

of the target is equally likely to be anywhere in A, it is equally 

likely for z to have any value between 0 and n8 u C. Thus the 

probability that the object will be found by the end of the n 

sweeps is an integral of the periodic function Pp over the whole 

width C, divided by C,. 
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nS ~-U5 

PC!!) lSI ~ f pp(Z - is) dz as ~ r pp(x) dx ... 

" -is 
.. ~ , [1 - exp L-Fp (x)1} dx m II ~ 

o 
The integration can be carried out analytically for the visual 

. search case of Eq~(8). The result (when h is small enough 80 

.tha t F C!.. kh/vx2 ) is 

P(I) III erf(~fj) a: erf(ttf1t m) (16) 

u. 2 
where erf(u) ~ (2f(i)ie-t dt is the well-known error function. 

" Details Of the calculation may be found in Koopman, 1956,b 

(note the misprint in hia Eq.45)o Other cases may be calculated 

numerically, once the appropriate Sighting potential F(x) has 

been determined by measuring p(x) operationally and computing 

F(x) TIll In[ 1 - p(x)] , then calculating Fp and Pp and finally inte

grating pp/S numerically from x Dr 0 to X IS S. 

The curves for PC;) •. as functions of the fractional search 

coverage m .. WL/A, are shown in Fig.8, for parallel sweeps of 

equipment exhibiting the different detection capabilities dis

played in the lateral range curves of Fig.3. All of them show 

a decided dimunition of value when m • W/S • WL/A becomes smal~er 

than unity, but a substantial diminishment of additional returns 

when I becomes larger than unity~ Also the curV06 a, b and c 

are not greatly different from the limiting ~urve d, for the 

definite range lawo The implications of these·properties, when 

the! priori probability of presence of the target is ~ uniform 

througbout A, will be discussed in the next section. 

Curve b, for radar search under good cond~tions, is nearly 

identical with the definite range curve d. In both cases an 

increase of specific search effort; greater than unity produces 

practically no additional sightings. (If, however, too optimistic 
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a ''1alue of W is used, one may think W/S,. 1 and no further effort 

ia ne0ded, whereas in actuality W/S< 1 and more search could 

profitably be applied). 

Curve c, for radar under difficult conditions of sea or 

ground return·is an interesting case because of the peaks in 

F(x) ~d p(x) ror&xl~ 0 (see Figs.; and 4). This results in a 

curve for p(m) that nearly flattens out when th~ peaks of lex) 

and F(S-x) coincide, and then rises again slowly as S is further 

dect'eaaed (or AS III VI/S is further increased) 0 Thus pi oV) !iI'l dP/dID 

has a minimum value and then rises again to a subsidiary maximum 

as m is increased further, before dropping asymptotioally to zero. 

Thus this curve does not meet the requirements of (4) for a well

organized search. As will be indicated later, this makes it 

difficult to optimize the search effort. Luckily the conditions 

giving rise to curve c do not arise in practice very often. 

6.32 RaqdomlI Distributeq 9weeRs. 

In actual searchea it often is quite difficult to traverse 

the precisely parallel, equally-spaced tracks assumed in the 

pl'Ervioua aubBection. In fact, unless all the tracks are laid out 

an~ ~~ during execution by accurate visual or radar triangu

lation~ it is unlikely that the optimistic calculations of det

~etion probability, indicated in curves a to d or Fig.8, can be 

achieved.. It is much more likely that the results will correspond 

mOl"enearly to an assumption that the path or paths cover area A 

lll.ore or leas uniformly but are randomly oriented. To be more 

~. l>recisa th.e likelie:l" model is tha·t of search paths made up of a 

uUl'Ilber of stra1ght 'egme,nts (as sketched in Fig.9a) of total 
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length L within A/w\~ the poeition and orientation of one segment 
\et«~ independent of the position and orientation of any other aeg-

1\ 

ment that is separated from the first by several intermediate pieces • 

To analyze this case we examine the length ~L, of search track, 

as shown in Fig. 9b. If the ta~get is equally likely to be any

where in A, and if the search track is randomly located, in the 

senae of the previous paragraph, then the target is equally likely 

to be anywhere in relation to the element of trackAL. If the 

detection equipment haa a definite range iW, as indicated by 

curve d of F:tg. 3, the chance of detection, wh,ile traversing.t1L 

is the area of the shaded rectangle of Figo 9b, W6L, divided by A. 

The result is the same foreny lateral range curve 9 for the prob

ability the target is in the. elementary area dxAL, a distance x 

from the track, is dxAL/A and thus the chance of detection 

during 6L by equipment having the lateral range probability p(x) 

is P .. (ALIA) r p(x) dx .: (W{)'L/ A) (17) 

according to the definition of search width W, given in Eq.(ll)o 

The argument now proceeds as did that of Section 601, and 

reaches a similar result. The chance of ~ finding the targe~' 

while traversing the element AL is [1 - (WALIA)] and the chance 

of not finding; it in a sequence of n elements is [1 -'(WAL,(A)] n" 

8inc* there are n ... L/.&14 such elements in the total track traver.sed . 
in the search, the chance of finding the targe~ during the s~ar~h 

is 
(18) . 

Where m. III (WL/!) is (as previously) the effective search roTev\ti",\ 

or specific search effort. The curve for this 'probability i~ 

shown in Fig.8, along with the curves for the parallel awee.pe 

of the previous subsection. 
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Thus, as Soon as random deflections disorganize to any extent 

a parallel search pattern, no matter what the detection equipment, 

the probability of success reduces to the same exponential depen
(f.'h-5) 

dance on search effort as was found in Section 6.1 for the simplest 
1\ 

sort of visual search. Of course the constants involved, expressed 

in terms of W and L, differ in value from the wand t of Eqo(3), 

depending on the nature of the detection equipment and its carrier. 

Nevertheless the similarity in form of the resulting equation for 

p(~) means that we can develop procedures for optimal allocation 

of search effort that are almost completely inQ,.ependent of the 

nature of the search, .. as long as it involves covering an area. 

The prec~eding discussion, however, should not be used as an 

excuse to be careless in laying out and following a sea.rch track. 

A glance at Fig.8 shows that the detection probability for random 

sweeps is less than any of the probabilities for parallel sweeps, 

for the.same amount of effort. ,Farallel sweeps 

should be used whenever possible, but one should be sure that the 

paths are accurately parallel and equally spaced, or one runs the 

danger of overestimating the search effectivenesso Finally, it 

should be realized that to cover an area uniformll, even with 

randomly orient eel sweeps ~ requires a fair amount of planning 

and path control • 
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Isbell (1957) and Glues (1961) have discussed a very 

different "aeal'ch ll problem, where the target is very large, the 

8e~rcher is blind and must find the target by moving around 

until he bumps into it. For example the "lost at sea" prohlem 

assumes that one i5 in a dense fog, that he knows exactly how 

far trom shore he is but has no idea in what direction it is. 

The problem is to devise a path that either minimizes the maximum 

distance travellod (Isbell 1 1957), or minimizes the statistical 

expectation of the distance to be travelled ~Jus8,1961). 

Search for other large objects have also received attention. 

For example Quae (1961b) has worked out the optimal path for 

finding (by touching) a circle of known radius and distance away, 

but unknown direction. The result could alao be useful in trying 

to find a point target a known distance~awaY9 direction unknown, 

by use of detection equipment with knoWn definite range~fOr the 
(l,>R), . 1\ 

targ~tJ\ However these exercises are of limited utility in practice 

because of the assumption of precise knowledge of target distanc·e, 

and the solutions are quite sensitive to these assumptions. 

Other problente .. diac\18Sed by Bellman (19$2) and, for example, 

Heyma.n (1968), involve the"search" for maxima (or zeros) of a 

function of many variables by means of dynamic (or linear) ... 
programming. A survey of this work would lead us too far afield 

from the practical problems surveyed in this Chapter. 

I. 
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6.4 Optimal AIIQqation of Sear~~ Effort. 

If nothing is known as to the position of ~he target, except 

that it is inside area A, the optimal procedure is to distribute 
Lt> 

the available search effort uniform.ly over A~ This" ea.sily vf:r'\i«.c\ 

if one considers the search coverage Ej • WLj to be~function of 

each subarea Aj in A. The probability of finding the target in 

Aj is the product of the probability Aj/A that the ta.rget is in 

Aj' times the probability P(~j)t (_j • Ej/Aj)' that it would be 

found 1! it were in Aj' so the total probability of success is 

P(¢) Q ~(Aj/~)P(~j)o If the coverage is made non-uniform by 

making ~j somewhat greater (by an a.mountA~; say) than the 

average potential ~ p WL/A and, in consequence, making El/At for 

another equal subarea Ai !II Aj less by the same amount A/J then 9 

because pegS) is' subject. to the law of diminishing returns~ the 

total probability p(~) will be reduced for all the, cases so far 

diBcussed~ Since P(sd +Af!) - P(¢) .(, p(¢) - P(~ ~A"»' the total 

probability will be diminished by the negative amount 

(A
i

/A)[P(¢+A!5) ;.. P(¢-Af6)-2."P(~)1. 

b .LH (.ehs Effect of ~ .Knowledg~ of 
the Target I s Whereabouts. , 

Now suppose something is known about the tar~et's location, 

so that its ~ priori probability of presence varies from region 

to region within A. We first deal with the rather impractical 

general ca.se, when'the a priori probabilit;z density; g(r), of its 
h ~ ... ow" 

being at the polimt indicated by the vector r, f\ i:o "'cw"~ from point 

to point within A. Since g(r) is a probability density 

ffg(r)d..A = 1 (19) 
A 
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It th~ density of search coverage ~(r) • Lim(WL~/Aj) • dl/dA 
~ .... " u 

at point r a16o,m&l',"d1tt~:r trora point to point in A, the prob-

ability@(I) ot.4etocting the target,during the expenditure ot a 

m~ .. ff d(r) dA. \II 'ilL (20) 
It 

throughout At 18 the integral of the product of the probability 

g(r)dAof target presence in dA and the probability Pl¢(r~ that 

the target is found. if it is in dA. 

f(l) III f( g(l') p{-'(1')l dA 
A 

(21) 

Suppose two distributions of search density (each adding 

• 

• 

• 

up to the same total coverage m) are compared; one ~eing ~(r) • 

and the oth0l' st$(r) ~ &~(r), differing from. ~ by the",,1"elatlvalyl. .. d ~AA'I)'. ! 

!>() ~~ tWi. ~\ t ~L's o"e.~ A.~~$ t ... ~ ~~ 
OIYlall DOunt S,s (ouch that f{ ~d ~~ The difference n to;tal 

probabil.:tw .ot detection f.P will be • 

/:J.~ • r.(~(r)(P{t$) + &fiP'(d) - P(~)]dA 
A 

'* ff~" g(r) pi [d(r)] ciA (22) 
J\ 

where P,(~) = dP/d~o The distribution ot searoh effort ,(~) 

will yield the maximum. probability of' deteotion@(I) when 66' iii O~; 

And the only way ..6.6' call be zero, for !!!!l choice of SrJ (as long 

U 5;_ is small and ffs- cU III 0) is for the product g(r)P' [~(r)] 

to be~oo~t, G, independent of r. 

Of ~se this optimaldistributioD ; muat satiefy Eq.(20), 

that the integral of ~ over A muat equal the specified total 

fj ... ~h .fiort WL 11& IA. The requirement, arrived at in the last .. , 

plI.rasxoaph, th" -it (1') .. G/g(r) if fJ ie to be maximum, may 

avolv'$ an incoui.tenoYi for the ourves of Fig.8 show that the 

lI.axUUlll yaluel of P' (.0 is unity (when ~. 0), no matter which 

• 

• 

• 

• 
curve 13 ~ed. No. if, for any .value of r, tho ~ ~!ori probabi11tJ 

• • 
---,----------------------------------------------~~~-----------------

-
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density of presence of the target is less than the value of the 

constant G, the req'Uirement that p' • GIg cannot be 8atisfied, 80 

this region must have zero coverage. No region in A, for which 

GIg > 1 can be covered by the search, if it is to be optimal; any 

effort would more effectively be used in an area where G/g ~ 1. 

ThuB the properties of the search operation outlined in (B), 

prescribe a highly discriminatory search plan, if search effort 

is not limitless. Details ot the derivation of this formula, 

and proof that the resulting ~ is Ii maxiaum, not minim'Wt!, are 

given in de Guenin, 1961 and Dobbie, 196~. 

~ore explicitl7, the procedure tor computing the search 

coverage d(r) that maximizes the probabi11ty~(I) of detection 

of the target for a specified total search stfort IA • WL, is a 

two-phase one: 

1. The appropriate value of the constant G • g(r)P'[~(r~ 

may \\exclude some portiOns of area A, t~o~e for which G/g(r) > 1. 

In this 6xclu4ed area Ae the search density is to be zero. In 

the s®arched area As "" A-A .e the density of search ~(r) must be 

such that pll~(r)) .. G/g(r), which, in As iB everywhere 1~8s 

or @qual to unity. 

2. In addit1on~ G must satisty the requirement that the 

integral of the search density ~, as specified in 1, over the 

searched area A , be equal to the specitied B~a~Ch effort s 
iliA IIIl WL. 

tban 

TheBe requirements can be mor~ .. compactly stated in terms . 

of the inverse function of l/p·(~) ~ g/Go Call it f(g/G) R ., 

so that IjP'If(g/G)j .. g/G, and fi[l/P'(!loj • _. Then, to maxi;;.. 

mize the probability of detection in an area A, within which the 

", • I 

J ,"'~' . " .. ' .. :. ... 
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! REior! proolllb111 t;r denei ty ~~._ PI'~~6~. _!.t.. t~~.· .~ar~!t a~ ri& g(r) t 

for a given total search @tfort,defined as WL~.~t W~ find a va~ue 

of G such that 

frf(g(r)/GldA a lA, with the integration over the 
As 
portion of area As within which g(r)/G ~ 10 Then 

optima,l 8@arcb. density at r is f [g(l')/Gl in As and 

zero in A, lI1: J. - Af39 Cere giG .e. 1.. The resulting 
i 

~axtmal j~obab11ity ot detection is then 

e(I)--··ffs(r) p\ftg(r)/G11 d.A 
As 

Curves of r(1/p0), for the cases shown in Fig.a, are plotted in 

FigolO .. 

One limitation of this procedure comes from the afi~umption 

that P' (~) has a aingle",valued inverse function :r It This is the 

case for curve6 s., 0'\,8.00 d and the random. coverage curve of Figo8. 

However curve c doss not have a single valued in~er8e b~e~~s~ its 

pi is not a monotonically decreasing function of~. As long as 

giG does not rise above about 15 over th~Lwhole of Ii, WfJ can 

ign9re the complication, but if the available search effort is 

large enough so that giG > 20 over 8om~ portion of the ~area 

then a part of the effort must b0denae enough to m&k~ up for the 

"vall®y" at x ID 0 ill the lateral r&nge curve 0 Because th1m type 

of curve is r~r9ly ~ncountered in practice, W$ shall devote no 

further space to its idiosyncrasies. 

Evan with ·normal~ inverse functions ~ m f(lIP'), WAtch. are 

single-valued functions of lIP', the featur.s of procedure (2,) 

do not eorrespond to intuitive slloeaticam· of search effort. 

The faet that regions ot low ~ prior! prQbabl11ty of presence 

should be avoided entirely is due to the tact that the maximum 
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value of 

~ ,1 -, 
P' i8 unity, which occurs for d .. O. As long S,s the 

target density g(r) in some region is larger than the 

g elsewhere, it i6 beat to concentrate on the high-g 

region until the search there haa reduced the Bayeian, .! Eost

eri~ri target probability density to a value equal to the g for 

t1;le next moat likely region. And, if the search effort is 

limited, aome low-g areas will have to be left out entirely. 

'In fact. the process of optimal eearch may be restated. in terms 

ota eequence of decisions as to where the next quantum of search 

effort can be most productively u!led (see Charnes and Cooper 1958 

and Dobbie 1968, for example). 

When false targets (call them ghost.) are present as well 

ae the single target looked for, the analysis becomes much more 

complicated, and only a few cases have been worked out in detail. 

The reeu.1ta depend I5tro,ng1y on the number and nature of the 

~hoSt8 and on the eearc:h strategy regarding them. The ghosts 

may be caused by sporadic malfunctioning of the detection equip

ment (among which may be included some of the radar ground and 

aea clutter and the reverberation in Bonar equipment), in which 

the delay required to establi6h the contact 8S falae may be quite 

short. Or the gh05t may be a definite object (such as a sunken 

wreck or a. t'll!lecond-time-round" echo from an islet) that would 

take sorne time to verify ae a ghost but, once verified, could be 

mapped 50 reverification would not be needed. Or the ghost 

could be mobile (as with a friendly ship or a whale) that would 

require reverification each time a contact was made. 

JAany strategies could be devised for dealing vui th thelSs 

false targeta. In regions where the ghosta are chiefly of the 

reverberation type, one might decide to limit the effort spent 

• 

~. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

_ '- " .. ~ .. , .. ,~,,,'.;i._\vidus.l contact to a tj,me"longer th

t
8n\ the average tlme 

~ a. ';e 
::,.,.;;~~a.;Bc:' ";(:1 ver~fy that the contact 1s really"trllrJ t .... " con~act. 

~n op~~m~l B~~rch plan has been wor~ed out by Stone, Btanshine 

6:,".1 Pez-singer (1972) for a specialized ,eaCH) of thi~ kind of 

~et:::.rcl:. ~··::;rategy,. The results show the grea.tlY)d:Creased complexi't;, 

2>f 6a.lcuhAtioD.s required to reduce the the0).1 to practice. One 

is ten:np-;;..:;;d. 'Co a!lSUIDS that the effect of /Cf'6.~h gh08t~ lIS to dilute 
/ 

&ffo'r't r~'quired. ~~tho,.t t~ ~n08t~a by ~ factor ';;;he $8a::~h '"' '"' ,.......... / eru • 

. ..... op·"''''··-: c:a.e. *\ to the estimated gho~/G denai ty • . ~ ... _ .... v_ v~,1 _ . // 

are actl~a/l target8~ though false on~~., the When theghostSl '-. v 
" / , 

searcn0r may be forced to follow up each new contact for 8.$ long 

as it takes to. determine whether it is true or fal:se 0 Here also 

the resulting formulas (see Stone, et al., 19?2 again) are quite 

difficult to apply 0 In the ca8e~ where the ghosts are stationary 

and mappable, a sequential procedure has bean worked out by 

Dobbie (197')0 An example of this procedur~, for the simplest 

i ti will be ~iven in the next 8ubsectione possible 8 tua on, 0 

It should be noted that in many of the cases involving 

false targets the more feasible criterion for optimal search 

t be the minimization of t'otal effort (;including strategy appears 0 

that used to verify that a contact is a ghost) expected to be 

used to find the target~ rather than the maximization of the 

~ i en search effort. Indeed, in 'detection probability .l..or a g v (see Dobbie,1973) 
some cases, the two criteria may lead to different strategie~. 

6.42 Applying ~ Formula. 

Using procedures (23) in all their generality has disad
vantages. First, it is seldom that one's !. Eriori Kl'lowledge of 
the whereabouts of the target is good e~ough to enable one to 
specify target density g(r) in detail over all of A. Often we 

. h.;t ,_' 8 -ithin A:. then the search coverage should be know only t at ... ... v 
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unifoX'm oV'er A. In. some cases we can divide A into two subareas? 

with the target being rather more likely in one than in th.e other; 

in only a :tew cases is ou.r ! EEfor1; knowledge more detailed than 

this. It is thus uae£ul to work out simple procedures to solve 

(23) for the two-subarea case • 

Here the probability density gCr) is uniform within each of 

the Bubareas Al and A2' (ao the search density 9S is uniform within 

each subarea) but gl differs from g2 (so ¢l will differ from ~2) •. 

We can then reduce (23) to dimensionJesB terms by u5ing as para

metera and unknowns the 1011owing: 

Ratioa of areas; a.j Wit Aj/A; 0.1 + a.2 iii 1 

Frobability that the target is in a subarea; 

Y j lIII Aj g j .. Aa.j g j j Y 1 + Y 2 .. 1 

Minimum searchworthy pl~obabili ty of presence;A" AG (24) 

Optimal specific search coverage of a subarea; 

mj .. aj¢j .. WLj/A aa.jf(gj/G) • ajf(Yj/a.jA) 

m1 + M2 = m .. iLIA 

Optimal probability of finding target in a subarea; 

@j .. yjp[f(Yj/a.jA)] ; &(1) .. If-l + 0:>2 

The values of Mj and (~j/A), aa functions of Yj/A are 

di$Pl~y~d La nomogram form in Figs. 11 to:14, for the cases of 

viounl aearch in parallel sweeps and for random coverage, any 

detection meane. The specific formulas for the two cases shown 

$.r(~ obtained by referring to Eq8.(16)a.nd (18); 

For parallel Jweeps, visual sighting 

P(J(l) .. er!(tVi ¢) ; P' (~) '" exp(t~ ¢2) 

[(l/P') • (2t{i)VTnn7P') .. ¢ 
POi:." uniform c.overage of random sweeps per subarea (25) 

fed) • 1 - e-~; pt(~) '" e-~ 

t(l/PI) - In(l/Pl) • ~ 
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~hese are the functions used to compute the scales of Figs.ll to 14. 

The left-hand half of each chart corresponds to the smaller 

subarea, which we call AI; the right-hand half goes with A2 • The 

first charts (Figs. 11 or 13) serve to determine A, given the 

total search effort WL a A~ that can be expended. Suppose we have 

e~essed that the target has a chance Yl of being in subarea 

Ai .. a.lA of the area A to be searched, and that it ha.s a corres

ponding chance Y2 ,. 1 - Yl of being in the subarea making up the 

rest of At A2 • (l2A• We first choose the pair of columns corres

ponding to the re1ati.ve sizes of the subareas, given by the values 

of Cl1 and ~ ~ 1 - Ol.lo 

Next we determine the ratio Y2/Yl of the probabilities of 

presence in the two Bubareas. The Yj/k scalae are logarithmic, so 
> 

moving a line betwlJe. the columna parallel to itself preserves the 

ratio of the y'so For each value ot 'Yj/A on the scale to the left 

of each column there is a corresponding value of !D j on the scale 

to the right. We slide the line parallel to itself until the two 

values, mland i 2 , picked ~ut at the two ends of th~ line, add to 

. equal ~ s WL/A t the preBcribad specific search efforto 

Two examples are shown in Fig.llo In cmse a we have 

guessed that the target has a probability Y1 • 0.4 of being in the 

small subarea Al IIlI 0.2A and therefore that the chance of ita being 

in the remaining A2 \Ill Oo8,A is Y2 "" 0 .. 6. We also have decided that 

we can only spend a total effort WL m O.5Ai on the search. The 

ratio of the y's is 1 to 1.5, 80 we set 8. ruler on. 'Y1/"- 1IIl 1 on the 

<11 IS 1/5 column and on Y2/A a 1.5 on the <121>'14/5 column and move 

it parallel to' i tasl! until the sum of the corl'eaponding i 8 a 

equals 0.5. This occurs at the two enda of the line &, for 

Y1/A s 0058 9 ~l z 0.235 and Y2/A a 0.87, 12 D 0.265. Thus we 
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must spend nearly hal! (0.47) of our search effort in the smaller 

area AI- Note that if the available search effort were less than 

0.26A the right-hand end of the parallel line would come above the 

top of the right-hand column, indicating that 12 must be zero and 

that Al get8 all the search effort, even though the chance of 

finding the target in A2 is 1.5 times the chance of finding it in 

AI· With such a small available effort, it is better to spend it 

all in the smaller a.reat' where the probability q.ensit;r is greater • 

Slince we assumed Y1 to be 6.4, A must then be (0.4/0.58) . 

,. 0.69. To check we divide "'(2 til 0,,6 by 0.87 and again get 0 .. 69. 

To find the predicted probability of detection we turn to Figo12 

and draw the same line? between YI/A • 0.58 and Y2/A • 0.87, 

between the asme two columns. The probability scales on these 

columns show that <91/ A ,. 0·.5 and f?2/A 1Z 0.3. Having already 

found that A = 0.69, we determine that the chance ~l of finding 

the.ta.:rget in.Al is 6.34 and that of finding it in A2 is(P2:z0.21~ 

with a total chance of finding th& target as 0.55 • 

~'xamp1e b is fOl:' two equal subareas (al III "2 lU 0" 5) with the 

target guessed to be 4 times as likely to be in A2 as in Al (Y 1 = 0.2 

and Y2 III 0.8). We have available this time a total search effort 

WL !ill A (I. 1). Settinp; our ruler on Yl/t... • 1 and Y2 iA "" 4- and 

moving it para.llel we find that iil + <12 tal 1 at the enda of line b, 

for Y1/k lilt 0.625, i l .. 0.28 and Y2 / i.. .. 2.5, ;2 moe 0.72. Here we had 

better ,ievote ~/4 of our search effort to the more likely area. 

$ince 'rld O.a Wld Yl/A. • 0.625 t we have A. 0.32, which can be 

cb.ecJ.l:ed, fol.' 0.8/2.5 n 0 •. ;2. We note that if the total search 

effort is leas than O.66A·tnen 11 would' be zero. In this case 

if WL is less than a.bout~/3)A, it 1s best to spend all of it in 

the mol's likely h.~t of A. Turning to Fig. 12, the line points 
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to <?lli\ "" Oo31and'P2/A • 2.32. Since 'A. 111 0.32, the probabilities 

are <Yl ... 6 .. 10 . and <?2 lIZ 0.?4, with total probability (J' .. 0
11
84. 

These examples are for parallel sweeps, visual search. 

Figs. 13 and 14 are for the more usual case of uniform coverage 
~ ... II) to-r '"' of of each eubaree. by randomly onented sweeps, and"detection equipment 

(the only effect the equipment has on the results is in its deter

mination of the sweep width W). As indicated in Figs. 8 and 10, 

the probability of detection is not as great as with parallel 

sweeps with the same detection equipment and same search effort • 

. But unless one is precise in traversing the parallel sweeps, the 

actual results' are likely to be nearer the random sweep results 

than any of the parallel sweep curves • 

One can fairly quickly work up curves for any particular 

case, from these nomograms. As examples Fig. 15 shows two pairs, 

to compare parallel, visual sweeps with random sweepS 9 for two 

different sets of a. t s and Y'st> In the first ca.'ss, the two to the 

left, we have a large difference in areas, 0.1" 0.2 and", > II< 0,,8, 

and a lesser difference in probabilities of presence, Y
l

" 0.4 

and "(2 c 0.6 (so the probability density of presence gl = "l/a.
l 

• 2. 

in Al ia larger than g2 fa 0.75). Thus the search starts in A
l

, 

though not much effort is needed there before it bsgins to be 

worth while to begin searching in the larger A
2

- The right-hand 

pair of curves are fot' somewhat more equal subareas, but a 2 to 1 

ra tio of probability of presence (a.l .. 004,. 'Yl'" 0,.67; Ct2 "" 0.6, 

Y2 = 0.33)0 

Note that the lower set ot curves, for random sweeps display 

8. quite similar pa.ttern to the upper set, for parallel visua.l 

sweeps, but that the probability of Bucca.s, for the same search 

effort is about 15 percent smaller for the random sweep cases • 
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The right-hand pair of curves, for the more nearly equal areas, 

shows that the lesa likely area is not touched until WL equals 

nearly A/2, but that by the time available effort has reached ;A/2 

the search effort in the two areas is nearly equal'though the 

probability of detection in A2 is still considerably smaller than 

that in A1 , further search in Al would not improve matters). 

When the a priori'estimates of the target's presence are 

detailed enough to require the separation of A into more tha. two 

SUbareas, a computational procedure to uee with a minicomputer or 

a loglog elide ,:ru.lecan be developed for the case of random sweeps. 

Referring to Eqo.(2;), (24) and (25), proceed as follows: 

10 Having divided area A into N subareas, with area fractions 
O'.j l1li Aj/A, aud target presence probabilities y assigned to 
each, one rank~order8 the areae in descending order of 
Y j/a.j m gjA, starting with the subarea having the largest 

yIn a: Al , and eo on, ~o that 'Yj_1/Ctj_l ~ Yj/a.'je Ot course 

Za.j !'I land ~Yj m 1 
j~\ )~I 

We the)1 compute and tabulate the two sets of limit$~ 
II) 

Kn := L., cx,j In( Y j / (X,j ) (n IS l, 2, 3 ~ • • • ,N) 
}-

Ln ~. Kg~,:::: [~a.j11D.(Yn+l/o:.n+l) 
Limits Ln f'orm,~' monotonically increasing function of n. 

2. When the '\;Cl't;al available specific search effort 

I ... 'ML/A is le~~ than Ll .. (J(.11n(yl o.2/Y2<l1) search should 
be concentJ:.'ated-aO.;tely in. eubarea Ala The probability 
of detec tion of the target (in the on~ searched AI) is 

\9 .... Yl~~ - e-I/a.l) .. "(1(1- e-WL/ Al ) 

3.. When L
Zl

..-1 c~~.:~ WL/ A;::" Ln the seareh is to be in the 
subareas Al~:A2?·. • ',An only, with the search e.r~ort in Aj 

~~i~i&jL In(~). • (al :~. ~~~aJ (j ~ 1,2,··· ,n) 
-' ~ '. ,:~ .!.~ .... 

This .. " ......... ,.~.~ .• ~' from the fJquation m !Ill Kn - (a.
l

+· •• +a.",,)lnA reU:;H~.L,I;,I.e ..... 

eo thnt .~ ~~xp(K2 1)/(a1+- .. ·'+a.n~' Therefore we have 
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~m j III Kn .,. I - Kn .. I: 
) The probability that the target will be discovered in Aj 

during the 

@j .. 
that 

4. When I i8 greater than ~, th6 largest of the LIe of 
Eq.(26), then all Bubareas of A are to be searched, with 

indi~1dual efforts given by 
\ 

AII!;). _ WLj • AaAla(Y i"'j) .. !i - E1Il 
wuicn rCBultm trom the equation A m exp(~ - I) 
The probability that the ta~g8t will be discovered in Aj is 

@j lI\' Yj _ C\jX • Yj - cx,jexp(KN -I) 80 that 

& III 1 - 0XP(~ - !I) 

• 
--.' 

(26) • 

• 

Nota that Kri ~ 0 and that I1I !at 0 only whell all, ratio!! Y j/aj III gjA 

equal and thus all equal to 10 Note also that if the ."~ 
iearch effort were to be distributed uniformly (rando. orientation) 

over the entire area A, the probability of de'tection would be 

• 1 _ exp(-I)~ Therefore, when ~< 0 (i.e.,when the probabi]ty 

d~nBitie8 of prea~nce ot the target, gj • Yj/a j are ~ all equa~) 
the probability of success @ i8 increased if the search effort 

is allocated according to Eqa. (26). Fa,· <Anoth'l~' \{\Yla 0, o..)\\;Cct\;O~\) ~c.t.lt\o~:.( (\~7o). • 

It can be shown (see Dobbie, 196,) that this allocation 

produces a & that i8 the largest achievable for a given' ~; 
likewise that the M, distributed according to the formulas, ie 

the smallest effort that ca.n achieve the relBul ting (? 0 

One example of'the reaults is shown in Fig.16 , for three 

subareas. The least likely al)lel1 A, is neglected until the search 

coverage WL becomes greater than (3/4)A. The dashed line shows 

• 

• 

_ the probability of success if the search effort had been spread 

evenly ovar A. One would have to increase II by 20% to get an equal fJ • • 
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An example of the effect o~ false targets has been worked 

out by Dobbie (1973), for the very simple case of two areas, 

thuB analogous to the examples given in Jigs.(ll) to (15). 

itxpressed il';l the nomenclatura of Eq.(24), 'the area A is divided 

into two equal parts, so a.l lit 0.2 ... 0.5. Tb.~re is to be only one 

false target, which is stationary, 80 if it is once located its 

presenco'can thereafter be ignored. We are supposed to know 

whether it is in Al or A2 , but we do not know its whereabouts in 

the subarea. As before t we assume we know the probability Yl 

that the true target is somewhere in AI' and thus the probability 

Y2 .. 1 - Yl that it is somewhere in A2 • Also as before we assume 

Al to be the subarea with the larger probability of presence of 

the target. Yl~ Y2" Search effort is given in terms of the 

specific effort Ws ... WLs/A. 

In this case Dobbie minimizes the expected specific effort 

me + me required to find the true target, where ms is the specific 

effort spent in searCh and ~e is that spent in determining whether 

the contact is true or false (and we assume that the expected 

time ~6quir&d tor each determination, whether it be the true or 

false target investigated, is unity). Random-uniform search is 

aaswned, 80 the probability of making a contact, on either the 

false or the true tar~ett by application of search density 

~j _ WLj/Aj in Aj i.8 1 - e-;:?j, as in Eq.(25). According to the 

total specific effo·rt 1m. rz: W~I A available, it is a1loca ted 

li:lequen,tially in. searching over Al or A2 , or in verifying a 

lconta.ct, aa long as there is available effort, in the order 

Ir;iven by the following scenario, which is presented in a form 

cODvertable to a flow chart. 
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There are three possibilities: 
Ie.) If the false target is somewhers in Ai and 1,. Yl ;:> 0,,6418 9 

search Al until either A or B occurs, which ever comes sooner; 
~) A contact is made. Then spend the requisite specific 
effort Ie 1!lI 1 to determine whether it is the true or false target. 

a) If it is the true target? go to 1 below. 
b) If it is the false target~ record its position and 
resume the search of Al until either a or ~ occurs t 

whichever comes sooner: 
a) Another contact is made. Go to 1 belowo 
~) A total of ms D r 1n(Y1/Y2) of search effort 
has been expended in Ale Then go to 2 belowc 

B) An amount ~s m ~Lln(Yl/Y2) - 0.5831J of search effort has 
been expended in Al without obtaining a contact. Then 
go to 2 belowQ 

Ib) If the false target is somewhere in Al and 0.6418>Y1> 005, 
search A2 until either A or B occurs, whichever comes sooner; 

A) A contact is mads. Go to 1 below. 

B) An a.mount me ... ~IO.58'1 ... In(Y1/''(2)) of search effort has 

been expended in A2 without contact. Then go to 2 below. 

II) If the false ta.rg1at is somewhere in A2 and 1> Yl> 005, 
search Al until ej,ther A or B occurs, whichever comes sooner; 

A) A contac·1:; le made" Go to 1 below. 
B) An amount is iii: r In(Yl/Y2) of search effort has been 
expended in Al without contact. Then go to 3 below. 

1) This is tb$ true target. Stop the searche 

2) Search the whole· area A ... Al + A2 uniformly until a contact is 
made. If the contact is in A29 go to 1. If the contact is in 
Al expend the requisite effort me IIlI 1 to determine whether it is 
the true or the false targete 

2.1) If it is the true target, go to 1. 
2.2) If it is the false target, record ita position and 
resume the search in Al only, until 2.2.1 or 2.2.2 accurSt 
which ever comes sooner; 

2.2.1) A contact is made. Go to 1. 
2.2.2) An additional amount ~s Ill! 0.2915 has been 
expended in Al without contact. Then go to 4 below. 
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, ;) Procede as in 2, but interchange Al and A2 in the instructions. 

it) Reaume the search uniforml,. over the whole area A ill Al + A2 
until a contact has been made. Then go to le 

The probability of detection of the true target 9 p.e a function 

ot the available apeci!ic effort I, expended in accordance with 

this scenario, is not given explicitly by Dobbie, but the 

ppoeedure will ensure that, on the average, the effort expended 

will be the least amount required to attain that probability. 

Since this, almost the simplest of search allocation problems 

involving falae targets., gives rise to operating rules that 

would be difficult to follow in the heat of an actual search, 

it 'f1J.a:y 'be queationedwhether precise analysis of more compl~x 

situations would be more an admirable mathematical exercise 

thEm a pI"actical ald in actual searches.. One can hope that 

approximate solutions can be developed that will be simpler to 

car17 out in practice. 
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The previous sections have assumed that the target moves 

slowly enough that it would have moved a negligible distance 

during the whole search operation~ If there is no ! priori 

knowledge of the where~boutst in area A, of the target 9 nor of 

its direction of motion, this motion doss not alter the fact 

that it rna:"'- be an"!rII7here in A (asSUInl.'ng th .. t u ~~ ~ it cannot leave A) • 

Thus the best procedure still is to provide uniform coverage of 

A. 1£ the target can leave A, the area to be searched will 

have ,. to be increased in size as the search proceeds. If this 

increase is a small fraction of A, it makes little difference in 

the organization of the search or in its outcome 0 On the other 

hand if the increase is equal to or greater than A by the time 
a..na 

A has been searched over~ if the target has not been found by 

then? it is unlikely that further search will be able t.o keep up 

with the expanding area of presence. 

6.51 Tarset ~osition ~nd Moti~ Unknown. 

To justify these statements, it is c9nvenient to use the 

difj~erential equation l;overning the probability P of finding 

the targetQ The searcher, 8S in previous sections, is assumed 

to move with veloo~ty v arm to have a search width W. Referring 

to Fig.9b, the increase in the probability P(L) of having found 

the target,af~er a search path of length L,is equal to the 

increase in the area of coverage da II: W v dt, divided by the 

are~q, within which the target is likely to be, and multiplied 

by the probabilit;y 1- P that the target is not yet found; 
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d,P III (1- E) (W/q)dL SI (1- P)(da/q) (27) 

, 
whl?B:"e a III WL is the area. already' searched over by the time the 

path has reached length L. 

If the target i8 confined within the area A and if ini

tially it can be anywhere inside A, then target motion will not 

change ita probability density of presence, which will be (l/q) 

at any instant. If, in addition, the search is random-uniform, 

then the area q in Eq.(27) will be practically equal to A (as 

lo~g as W2 is small compared to A); possible target motion within 

a confined area A cannot change its p:r'obabili ty densi t;y of presence'. 

The equation and. ita solution are then 

t>~! lrJ -~ dL, r P(a.) ,. 1 - a-WL/A ~ 1 - e-a / A (28) 

identical with Eqo(18). 

On the othe:~ hand, if the target can cross the perimeter 
,,\,: 

of the area A, '~che area of possible presence, q in Eq. (~?) 9 

increases with time. In this subsection we suppose the target 

is not aware of the searcher and that its motion i.13 randomly 

oriented. If it happened to be on the perimeter of A, in only 

half the cases would its motion tske it outsj:de A, and the 

average distance it· would penetrate beyond A in time dt would be 
,... " 

, (u it/21t) f sin9 de: is (u/1t)dt =: (u/'ltv)dL III (u/1tvW)da 
o 

where u is the est:l!tllated mean target speed 'of target motion, 

v is the speed Clf t~e searcher and W is his search width. This 

"leakage·' produces a. gradual enlargement of the area of presence 

of the target 9' ov'erthe ioi tial value A, as though the various 
,~. 

possible positions of:. the target were molecules in a gaB, with. 

~" ' 
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mean speed u. ,The gaa expands with a mean velocity (u/~) 

normal to the boundary. In fact the expected enlargement of 

the area is' 
dq z i a d t • 1t

Uiw ds 

where s is the length of the perimeter of q. If the initial 

area A is circular or square, s is equal to the perimeter S of 

A times 1q7A. Even if the length of A is twice its width, the 

formula IS C;! s'ICi7A is approximately correct as long as q is 

less than twice A. 

Therefore the area of presence of the target q, atter 

area a has been searched over in a random-uniform manner, is 

approximatel,. equal to the solution of the differential equation 

2 uS 
or q80 A( 1 + Y I) where· y • ~ 

Inserting this into Eq.(2?) we obtain the Irobabilit;r Pea) of 

detection of the target after random-uniform search effort 

WL =: a of an area initially of c.agni tude A, when the target is 

initially anywhere within A and has an 9.8timated, randomly 

directed speed u (and is not conol'ined within A) 

Pea) '~. 1 - eXPtl +-~(!7A51 ; a JIll WL (29) 

This differs from Eq. (28) by the term in the denominator 

of the exponential, resulting from the "leakage" of the moving 

target into the region outside A. It is a valid approximation 

as long as factor y .. (u/21tv)(S/W) is small, which assumes that 

ratio (u/v) ot estimated average target speed to searcher speed 

is no larger than the rat10(W/S) of search width to perim-eter 

of A. In fact if Y~ 1,P(a) :;ceases to increase soon after a 

,becomes equal to A, after which area q expands faster than the 

search can catch up. However if (W/S) 
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for. a single searche~ is smaller than u/v, y can be reduced in 

value by employing more than one searcher. For m independent 

searchers, each following a uniform-random path, W in the 

formula is changed to mW and thus y is changed to (y/m)8 

To see what degradation is produced by this possible 

"leakage" of the target outside initial area A, we tabulate 

.P(A)? the probability of detection after a tota~ area mWL • A 
t~ 

has been se~rchAover, for different values of y. 

'ra.ble 1. 

o 0.1 

00632' O.59? 

1.000: lc 111 

0.2 

0.565 

1.250 

O~3 

0,,53? 

1 .. 429 

0.4 

0.510 

1.667 

0.5 

0.48? . 

2.000 

The third line measures the ar'ea &1 • mWLl that must be searched 

over in order that the probability of detection Peal) equal the 

value 0.632. for ya 0 and a. A. Further increase of a beyond 21 

of course produces further increases of P(a), put these further 

gains are me-de at the cost of disproportionately large efforts. 

The gain in peA) by dividing the search efforts among m searchers 

comes in the fact that y becomes y/m, because each searcher needs 

to search only area Aim' (provided the m paths ,between them? 

cover A uniformly) and the search is completed in (l/m)'th the 

tim0 9 so the target has les8 time to "leak out". 

An exact analysis of target motion on a regularly patterned 

search (such as the parallel sweeps of Fig.6) has not yet been 

worked oute For comparison, as an opposite limit from the 

random-uniform case just presented, we can look at the idealized 

case of using definite-range equipment in parallel sweeps 

spaced S G 'II apart, so as to leave no unsearched area between 

• 
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sweeps. If the target is at rest somewhere within A, the pro

bability of detection by the time the path length has reached 

L. a/W is given by Eq. (6) and by curve d of Fig.8 (p. a/A). 

First, we assume that the target is in motion, with a 

randomly directed average speed u~ but that it is confined to 

motion within. the initial area A. In this case the only way 

t·he target can "leak out" is into the area a, that was assumed 

to have been completely Bwept. ~xamination of Figol? indicates 

that when the area i$ completely swept, BO that a it! LW .,. A, the 

regions where the target could have leaked back (the cross-hatched 

areas) have an area 

q (A) II: !!}!:o2 ... ~ A 
'ltv. 'ltVW 

since o Xl s, and A III! CD 

within which the target may still reside, unfound (we assume it 

takes n parallel sweeps to completely cover A). 

This leaked-back: area is approximately proportional to 

the swept area so t~at, at the stage when area a has been swept 

(as shown in Fig.17) the area within which .the target may still 

be (if it has;not yet been discovered) is 

q(a).A-(l-~)a 
u. D tJ. l1:l -m 

"Jt'V '" 
where 

Fina11y~ inserting this into Eq.(2?) results in 

dP ds. [ . a11/(1-~) 
y::p .., 1. _ (I-v.)a or F(a). 1 - 1- (l-~)I 

for the case where the target is constrained to move inside A. 

The probability of detection when a • A (when the search 

would have been complete if there were no target motion) is 

not unity but ,peA) ~ 1 _ ~l/(l-~) 

This is tabulated for a few values of ~; 
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Table 20 

0~05 0.10 0015 

00957 0.923 00893 

0.20 

0.866 

0.25 

0.843 

As with the random csse, the analysis is valid when constaQ.'~ 

~ • (u/nv)(D/W) is small. Better results can be achieved by 

using m searchers, in which case each searcher needs to cover 

on;Ly area A/m and. constant IJ. becomes (u/w;v) (D/mW) • In an actual 

search the detection will not have the sharp cut-off of the 

definite range curve d of Figo3, nor will the sweeps be the 

perfect pattern of Fig.l? Therefore the actual probability 

of detection for WL .. A will be somewhere between the peA) ot 
1 ' 

Table 2 and the 1- e- ." 0.632 of Eq. (28) for random coverag0. 
The difference' between these limits is less wh@n a b lu>fo tMnc.ln .. '.l(ut«rtl.c."A. 

If the target is not prevented from crosBing the perimeter 

of A, the bottom side of A (as shown in Fig.I?) will be penetrated 

and the increase in searchable area, bec~use of this side 9 when 

a =: A~ is D times the effective velocity u/'It of leakage~ times 

the duration T 1:1< nD/v • A/vW of the searcho This also increases 

linearly as the search progreBse~, so .this addition' to the area 
D.\SIl 

of q is (uD/~vW)a m ~a. The leakage out of each of the sides 0 
1\ 

of A is a stepwise approximation to a triangle with ver·tex at 

the upper corner and base. down a distance OCalA) from the top, 

of width (u/n;vW)a, plus a rectangle' of width (u/itvW)a be~foIl.d the 

rest of side Co The added area. on both 6idea~ when (a/A) of the 

search has been completed, is thus VL2 - (a/A)) El, where 1J:: 

(UC/KVW)0 Therefore when the searched area is a = WL, the 

area within which the target may yet be is 

q '(Ii A :- a(l- 2y) - (1l/A)a.2 
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where Y III ~ +". 111 (u/JtvW) (C + D) 111 (u/27tv) (S!W) , S being the 

perimeter of A, as in Eq.(29). 

The probability of discovering the target after area a 

has been searched over by the Itideal lt coverage of Fig.l?, is 

the solution of Eq.(27) with this new value of q inserted. It is 

Pea) .. 1 - ",f.1 - ",,[l-2y+2,(a!A»)' 1 + A(1-2Y)}'" (31) 
1). + ",[1-2y+211(a/A)] 1- ",(1-2y) 

where A. II l}fi - 41J. .;. 4"(2. To meaSl1re the effect of this leakage 

we tabulate P when A is a square (when y. 2~ • 217) and when a = A, 

for different values of y; 

Table 3. 

y o 0.1 0.2 0., 0.4 0 .. 5 

peA) 1.000 0.878 0.785 O~718 0.680 0.66? 

Comparison with Table 2" for the case when the target is kept 

inside A (for y z 2~) shows that leakage over the perimeter 'Of 
I 

A produces a considerable reduction in the probability of det-

ection. Of course if m searchers are used, moving accurately 

in line abreast, W becomes mW and y becomes y/a. If one has 

enough manpower, the search can be completed quickly enough eo 

the effect of target motion can be minimized. 

Of course Table , is for the perfect coverage of A implied 
, 

in Fig.l? If the lateral range curve differs from d of Fig.:; 

and/or the sweepa are not exact, the detection probability peA) 

will approach the lower limit given in Table 1, for random 

coverage. 

Other patterns of parallel sweeps, with definite range 

equipment, will result in slightly different values of the 

upper limit of P(A)., but the difference will not be large. 

• 
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For example, ':ij'b.e approximate analysis for a path that covers 

the perimeter first and then spirals in to the center yields 

results similar to those of Table 3, but with y~ (;US/8'1tvW), 

roughly three quarters of the y for Eq.(31). Covering the 

::":"<~~r:l:lll:f}t'i~'.:Of A first is some improvement, but the leakage into 

the ewept'pElth still occurso In any case these results are 
\ 

for",the1.deaf case of definite range 9 perfectly a11~ed~p~rallel 
.< -:: 

sweeps. It is safer to predict probabilities near~r thoee of 

Table 1, for random-uniform sweeps. 

.".~ 

,,:"','. 
\ ',: ".' ".~~ " ~ .~ Crossover Barrier. 

searcb.'p:i601elD differs again. Only two specific cases have 

been ,f,ip,a,ly~ed sufficiently to yield results of prac tica.l utility. 

The si~~ie~tc:ase of this sort is when the direction and mag~ 
nitudeo'f'>l:klle target's motion is known, but ita position is not .. 

:~ -~:. . 

":Bu.pt>Q'~e. an a.erial search is to discover a ship that must 
. " '~;1;~~:,:~::, '. 

Fig~:j}.i~~~:::~ If the ship is known to have Ii speed U liS it pi? 18ee 
:' ::!.;;'~.~', ~ , 

thr61~r;li,,;~the strait, we can analyze the search path most easily 

by transforming to a coordinate system, moving with the ship, as 
'. shown'.in Fig. lab • In thea6 coordinates the most efficient search 

path cwill be 'seriee of parallel sweeps that transform bmck to 

coordinates at rest with respect to the ocean, as the angular 

figu:r~e 8 shown in Fig.18a. Note that the short, end legs are 

in a~direction opposed to thatot the target • 
. \,. 

'I 
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Fig! 18 A cross-over barrier patrol to catch a ship 
passi~9 through an ocean strait. 
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If this path is to close on itself, it the barrier patrol 

is to keep up with the motion o! the target, the epacing S between 

para.llel sweeps in co-moving coordinat'ss must be r1!lated to the 

width of thestra1t,'to the speed u of the target and to the 

speed v of the search plane ~ The time T SIC 2D/v that it ta.kes the 

plane to go aQross and back (we assume u/v is small enough so the 
I 

length of the diagonal leg in Fig.lea i~ nearly equal to D; if 

not, correction can be made) must equal the length of time T UI 2S/u 

for the co-moving coord1Dataa to move downward by two sweep spacingso 

Thus spacing S and the resulting Sighting potmntial Ware given 

by the formulae 

S .. D(u/v) II • W/S • (Wv/Du) . , 
This path, translated back to stationary coordinateo, as shown in 

Fig.l~a, is called a croaeover barrier patrol • 

If it is not known where, along the line D across the strait~ 

the ,target is to pass, nor is it known.withi~ a time T m 2D/v? 

when it is to paBs, than the whereabouts of the target may be 

m.nywhere within an area 2SD in co-moving coordinates. Thus~ g 
the barrier patrol -is in operation when the target pSUJ8el~ through 

the strait, th5 pro'ba"bility of detectiom. 1$ the probability pOri) 

that has been given in Eqs .. (16) or (18) orano\wn in Fig.8, for 

parallel sweeps. There 16 a more complete diecusl1!lion of thl&5 

problem in Chapter 7 of Koo.pman, 194-6 • 

If I, as givem in Eq.(;2)~ ia leae than 1/2, 1.so, if the 
\ 

ratio WID is leas than half the ratio u/v, between ~arget speed 

and !Search plane epee,d, the probability P or detection will not; 

be ~ati8factorily large. Several search planes should then be 

used if possible, either flying parallel courses a distance Sin 

apart (if n planes are used) or spaced in sequence along th~ 
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SMa c.01ll'lIa, ~:paced in time. For exa,mple, if two plaDes are tiO 

be floW"n. in e\uence, the second plane should be started at po:lnt 
Ii 

2 in FigG18a when the firat plane ie at point 1, halfway up the 

opposite vertical leg; in thi.! manner tho secoM plane's sweeps 

would come half way between those of th~ first plane, in co-moving 

coordin&t~8. If the multiple 8weeps are ca~eful1y flown, 80 that 
, 11\ '-O\'!\ovil'l') W~\I\~U, 

the Xl. p4lrallel 8WEH5PS $l'fJ equally sp9.ced~ the effective si8;ht1ng 

potential would be ~Wv/Du, and th1~ value 'could be used as m to 

determin,e the probilbili ty pC m) of detection .. 

Ba.t'rier patrols Are useful in many other military, police 

and life ~aving operations. 

6.52 fiet1ri~ Search Sw~e~&!. 

, 
Anc)ther ~i tuatlon, not infrequently encoWltered, arises 

when the target i8 located exactly, at some instant, but the 

$e~rch is not able to .tart until a t~me To later. One has to 

~esume that the target has moved during that time and, if the 

targette maximum velocity u 1s known and if there is no indicatio~ 

of the direction of its motion, at To tt could be anywhere within 

a circle of r&diug uTo • As the search prograeaez t this circle 

of pr~s$nce contil'lues to expand; 80 the search path, if poesible, 

should be an expanding spiral, trying to cover this increasing area. 

If the search effort is to be limited to the value E(T) 

~ WvT, it Bust be wi~hin, that part of the circle, of radius 

R(T) "" u(To + T), that the allocation rulea of Eqs. (2;) aay $/hould 

be .f!larched. Il'l moat easee," when it is Ao1; nown wh~ther the 

target's actual speed i8 itm maximum speed u, or zero, or some

thin.g iu betweon,the point of maximum probability of presence of 

th~ target would. be at the origin, where the target had originally 
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beola spotted. Therefore the search would begin a.t the cen:tier 

and spiral outward.,with: spacing between the arms pr~8cribed by 

the de~5ity ~ • w/S dete~ined by Eqo.(2;). 

The analysis of this operation. is tltill more "intrimaic" 
\ 

than that tor a stationary target. We 8h&11 go through i'b using 

the formulae for random aW8GpS, partly beoause it is the only 

came for which the anawere can be analytio and partly becau~e it 

i~ unlikely that careful 1nterpath spacing can be mai~tained in 

a spiral search, so it is safer to assume the less optimistic 

formulas. We consider the case at time T, when the ~llocated 

search effort WvT has been used up and the radiue of the circle 

of presence of the targe~ is u(To + T). Looking back on thtll 

search, that started at the c4tnter at t .. 0 and apiralled out, am 

the spiral passed through the radius r <R(T) and effort E(t) m Wvt 

has already been used .p, the! Brior1 estimate of the probability 

density of presence of the 

which can be estimated for 

which the searcA endeo 

target there would then have been g(r), 
(\~T 

each value of r out to the value at 

" 
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It is Iliore convenient , and leads to ea.si@l" generalization 

it the area of presence is not 8 circle, to change variables 

trom radiu. to area. The area of presence A(') at time t aftor 

tnt! atart of the search ~nd the area q(t) inside the circle of 

r$diu6 r (the area alreadt searched over by time t) are given 

by the t'oX'Illulaa (~o-\t. ~~t thi .. ,. ii .... oT ~c. ~<\Wlc. tt..'4 -H..f.\ of E',s,':l.7 't~ '3t)J 

A(t) .. 'n2(~o + t)2 ; q(t) .. 1tr2 

Time during search can be measured in terms of search effort 

E(t) • Wvt so that these variables can be 

expresaed in terms ot dimensionless quantities 

A(t) &I 0.(1+ z)2; z .. (t/To) • E(t)/~ ; q(t) 

~ q ACO) .. ~u2~ ~ • WvT 
0'.... 0 

~ Thus « is the area of p~~sence of the target at the start of the 

search and ~ is the area that could have been searched with 

d ensi ty ~ .. 1 during the time To (which we can call the de lay ll!.!) 0 

The interrelation between these qutnti~ies must be given :~n 

terms ot the rul,8a of search given in (2,), only now they must 

include the fact that the probability density of presence g(r) 

refers t~ the time t Qt which the plane was searching at the 

distance r from the origino 

Before we etart the analYSiS, however, 80a. salient points 

*hould be noted. When the search ends at time T the search 

effort WvT hae been expended. B'lt by this time the area of 

prea.,nce of the target has becomEI '7t~2(To + T)2" Therefore, by 

the end of th. aearob the mean sighting potential J • E/A has 

'become t~~/'ltU2(t.fo+T)2]. Thia quantity iJl.Oreaaes with T for 8. 

While, but it reaches a maximum at T • To and theafter declines. 

Its 118.xilSl.um value at T /II To i. 1m • (W/4'KUTo)(v/u), inversely 

• 

• 

.: 
I., 

• 

• 

• 

• 
i 

/-

proportional to ,To, a product of a ratio of ;3&'1'eo.8 aD4 a ratio of 

velocities of target aDd searcher. 
.~ .... I 

This hal two eonsequences: 

first, the sooner 028 can ~tart the searehtho aore efficient is 

the search co·&8ras. and, &UllCOnd, the first p8.:.:-t Qf the search, 

during a time equBl.l to the delay "time ~09 11 by tar the moat 

effective part or the search. Furtb,~r sear~h, beyond T lilt T09 is 

chasing a widening circle of presence tbat has already gone too 

far to eateh up w1tho 

Returning·to proceduro (2;), we first have to decide on & 

reasonable form tor the probability of presence g(I'), at the 

instant of time t when the .e~reh has reaohed r and the area of 

preeence has reached A( t). Si,nce we do not know the 8etual speed. 

or course of the target, beyond. its raaxUAUIl speed u, we might 

assume an average diatribution and let 

g(r) .. (2/A)tl - (1U'2/A)] .. (2/A)[1 - (q/A)] 

with its maxima at r .. 0, tapering off to sera at q., 1. '.:"~ 

A is a function of t and therefore of Z9 g is 8 funcv1on'., '.0 
But 15inee q. ax &1£0 il9 8. function ot search effort zt", W49 CtAD. 

say that A, g, and z are all functiono of x. Their interrelat~ona 

are given by (2~).~We req~ire that th® densiv,r $, times P'(~)9 

the derivatlv8 of the probability denm1ty'ot 81~hting9 a function 
~ -

of the density of aearch ~ there, must equal a constant G or; 

if it cannot t d must be zero. In the clu'e ·of random sweeps 9 this 

leads to the equation 

_, III In(g/G) • In(2/J.G) + In[l- (q!A)] 

if • i~ ~itive, otherwise ~ ~ 0 
1 (34) 

But r6, the density of search'll 10 the derivative of E with respect 

to q, and the who10 equation can be written as a differential 
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equati~n in terms of the variables defined{'tn Eqs. (33) 

. , C • In(2/<<G)= ¢(O) 

"} (~5) 
This equation may be integrated namerically, for different 

values of k and G, out to x.~, where z' goes to zero. Thf~ 

value of z at that point, Z!!'l' times ~. WvTo ' is ~.qual to the 

total search ef'fort E(T) expended; the value of x m' times 1tU2T~:. (l, 

is equal to the total 'y:ares searched. Q • 1t(rm)2 Ii and the value 
,... 

of z I (x) times l/k is equal to the de:lns1ty of search ~ at the 
v 

radius 'r .. -'Vax!". In other words 

Zl (x) goes to Z81"O at x •. ~, where ~ .. zm 

Total search ef'fort ~m • ~zm •. ' WvTozm 
.' 2 2 2 

Total a~ea searched ~ • ~rm • axm • ~ Tox. 

Search den8it~ at r .'/ax/n < r m, is ,_ 

~ • W/S .. (l/k)z'(x) • (WVTo/1tU2T~)(dZ/dx) 
Probab~lity density of' presence of target at time 

and place of. search 2/0. l' x 1 
-' 'g(x) • 2 1 - ~ . (l+z) (l+z) 

\ 

~e probability of success in the whole 
Q ~~ 

search ,is then 

(36) 

6' .. ~ ( 1 ~ e --) g dq • (lG ) (e ~ - 1) dx I • 

fJ - (J 

J(fWI 

2e-C f<e
ZO 

/k - l)dx 

o 
whic~ also c~ be evaluated numerically. 

(37) 

A few e~amples of the results are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. 

Two values of the parameter ~ • a./~'. (xuTo/W'l ~'l/V) wer~ used, 

1 and 2. Since (l is the area of presence of the target at the i 
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far ftWay from the origin. Case k. 2 r8prese~ts aearches where 

the target got more of a start, and the searcher ~ad less chance 

of catching up. 

We note that the 'probability of detection for k. 1 is nearly 

twice that for k .. 2, and that neither probability increases mu~h 

after Em becomes larger than WvTot the area searched in t~me t 'S To .' 

After covering the central region/the area covered, Q, rises' 

slowly as search effort E is increased, but then begins to ris8 

faster, as the quadratically increasing area of presence incre~e8 

faster than the search can keep up~ More area has to be covered 

tor the k. 2 case than for k .. 1, which means that it has to be 

covered lees denaely and thus the probability of detection suffers. 
(the same two 7alue 

Figure 29 shows typical cll:£.ves of search density' Ifor'{Of k, but 
for ~ecif1c values ot C and thus) 
f01' ~~:- As expe~ted, ~ is greatast at the beginning of the search, 

near the origin, where the target was spotted. It has to cover 

a greater area for k. 2 than for k ~ .: 11?t~f:.\f~! .•• ~ .. e,. ... ~ri.8.<I!-Of ".pr~~.Gf'~,. 
is always greater in the k. 2 case" The dashed linea are propor-

tional to the probability of presence g(x) at the time the search 

reaches x D ~r2/a. This quantity is not yet zero when the search 

ends, at x. xm' because the area of presence extends beyond the 

area searched, 8S required by (23). Thus the results more or 

less bear out our preconceptions, though it is doubtful tbat 

intuition Nould have advised cutting off as early 8.8 t II To or 

would have insisted on Buch a high concentration of search density 

close to the o~igin as is evidenced by Fig. 29. 

Another approach to a related problem, using game,theory, 

has been discussed by Danskin (1968). 
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6.6 Search ~ Discrete Site •• 

There are operatioAal 8ituatio~8 that can be more easily 

.odelled in terae of the aearch of disorete 8ites (boxes, in more 

math0mati¢41 jargon). The individual sites may themselves be 

oeparated area., or have moreoomplioated .tructure. All we 

*eed to know i. the relationship betwee. the eftort expended in 

fJearch at .. 8i te IUl.d. the probability of diecov'er;r of the searched

tor object. Her. the"target"may not be a unique objec't, that may 

be 1n O~C 8ite or aaother but not in both; it may be ia ~everal 

sites simultaneously. So the probabilitiea of presence y may aot 

have to add. up to unity. For eX8JIll>le9 the search ma,. b~ to locate 

the failure in a complex piece of equipmeat; more than one failUre 

may be prese_t. An interesting example of this Bort ot searoh 

problem is the 8trategy ot searoh tor orea or oil. Other exaaples 

of eqtal oomplication are those connected with pollce search. 

All we can do in thia Section is to report a few simple .odel~~ 

in the hopo that they may be of more use than no model at all, 
f''''' t to \,f'Q.ct\ C'4.\ 11.'$1., 

or tha.n a. model too complex to,," i iwa .. _."sa .... ;:::zu:r 

Fro. one point of viaw these disorete site-search problems 

are simp lor than the area search problems we haTe been diecuasing 

earlier. We did not treat them first because the area-search 

problem lathe classical search problem. dealt with first and, 

to date~ ot more ,practical utility. 

6.61 !!! Analogye .2! ..lreo. Search. 

The disorete analogue of the classical allocation of 

aearch ef!ort l given i~ Bqs.(23) to (31) tor the area case, io 

the :r()llo"i~f:;~:ne: 
~:;::(;;"'::\' 
(/; " 
/,;" " 

:';:-: 
I' 
'I.' I., __________________________________ ~--
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• 
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There are N sltes 9 the ~~obability of presence of the 

target in the j'th si17e is 'tj' "here O~Yj~ 1 but z.Yj is not 

necessarily unity. We rank-order the aite. in,. decreasing 
, , 

order of probability, so that 'Yj ~ Y~.lo, '.me probability that a 

target is disoovered in site j, if it 1s 'present, 1& related to 

a quantity we shall call theaearch effort 'j in j '0,- til function 
, .-

P(~)9 that satisties the specifications given in (5) and is the 

same ,function for every site. We wish to distribute the search 

effort a -, ~~j over the N 8ites eo as to maximize the sum of the 
.' - ._., _... ... 

probabilities YjP(~j). See Charnes and Cooper (1958) for detailso 

This is actually a simpler problem than that of Eqs.(23) 

to (26) since in the present oase the only parameters to ~valuate 

are the Y'8, instead of the Y'a and ~·s of Eq.(24). The added 

complioation may be aOhieved by assuming the search effort has 

different powers in different sites, 80 that the probability of 

detection in'site j is P(ej~j) instead of P(~~). In this caBe the 

problem is complete~ parallel to that or Section 6.4. Because of 

the simplicity of the results and the wide range of applicability 

of the formulas, we will go into details only for the case of the 

exponential formula 
P(u) III 1 - e-u 

Assuming equal searcbabili ty of eaoh site .< i. e., that a.j III 1 

for each site) our problem is to 

lIaximize @(E) • t. Y J(l- e -~J) . 

subject to the requirement L,$j III E. The standard proc,edure is 
;'"1 ' 

to minimize J(E) lB '~lt'Yje-,Jj + ]\~j1 (;8) 

with parameter A to be adjusted so that the sum 'of the ~18 equals E. 

The process of solution is as follows: 
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1. Compute the sequence In(l/Yj)' increasing with j. Also 
compute the partial sums Kn .. ~ In(l/Y j ) and the sequence 
Ln fit (l/n)Kn -In(l/Yn), that also increases with n. 

2. The minimization is accomplished by setting the deriTative 
of J(E) with respect to ~j equal to zero. Thus A c Yje-~j. 
The requirement that L ~j lD E leads to the formula 
lnA a -(l/n)(Kn~E)and thus to the elimination of A trom 
the formulas., for ~j and @j. 

;. When Ll .. O:s E:S. L2 aite 1 only is searched (the site with 
the largest value ot probabil1 ty ot pre~!ence y);, Then 

Pj '" E for ;j .. 1 and 0 tor j.> 1 and @ III "(1(1- .-E) 

When Ln~ ES Ln+l only the most probable n a1 tea are 
searched. and -j : O./n)(~ +E) In(l/Yj ) if j( n, .. 6 if .1> n (39) 

@ .. ~ O'j ; a:> j .. 'Y j - eXPl-(1/n)(Kn+E)1 if j ~ n 
) ... \ 

When LN< E all N sites are searched and 

flfj .. (l/N)(~+E)-ln(l/'Yj) ;@j • 'Yj - exp[-(1/N)(~+E)1 

E .. Z ~j ; f? .. i 6lj 
):.\ )':.1 

.. >t "'t(t. ~ 
~~f\ An example of this solution is shown in Fig.2l tor four sites. 

For four or fewer sites the calculations can be made by nomogram 

if very approximate solutions are good enough. The nomogram 1s 

shown in F1g.22. To use it a line is drawn from Yl (oolumn 1) 

to 'Y2 (column 2) on the right-hand' 81de~ to locate point u on the 

B vertical; lines from u to y; to locate v on the C vertical and 

from v to 'Y4 to looate w on the D column. To see how many sites 

are to be searched we locate, on the central column $ the inter

sections of l1nes d~wn from Yl on th0 right to E on the left 

column marked 1 •. from u to E on the left side column marked B, 

from' v to E on column C and from. to E on column~. From the 

w to E of Dinteraection on the central Bcale we draw a line to 
"""", ... -~ 

'i: If, a.t'te:- expending effort Et the target is not yet found 

. 

and it is decided to spend an extra tiE IE E'-E, recompute (;9~ 
using rot instead of E and add search efforts ~~-~j to each 
site j. . ~ 
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"(4 on the left-most coluti.n marked Yng If this line intersects the 
, 

lower, calibrated half of the scale marked ~ then all sites are to 

be searched. It it cuts above the 9J .. 0 on this Bcale then site 4 

is not to be searched.~ Th.en take the v .. to E' ot C inteNsction 

with the central seale and see whether a 'line trom this inter

se~tlon to y~ on the Yn column comes below the 0 mark on the ~ 

column9 and 80 on until, an intersection below the 0 is obtainedo 

The example illustrated is the case of E .. 1 of Fig. 21, for 

'Yl :tz O .. 4~ Y}" O@l;~ 'Y2" 0.2 and "(4" 0.1. At E 111 1 only the first 

two sites have intersections below the zero 6f the ~ scale, so we 

use the intersection of the u to E of B line on the central scale, 

ct;)rresponding to Y j ".; "j .. 0022. The line from this point to 

1'1 .. 0.4 on the leftmost scale intersects the ~ scale at 01 III 6.6 

and the line troll this point to 'Y2· 0.3 gives '2. a.A; these are 

the two search efforts in the sites eearchsd$ The probabilities 

of succeS8 are obtained trom the value of Y j - ~ • 6.22; 

@lmO.4-0.22 l1li0.18, ~2.003-0.22.a//)08 and thus @ILII O~26. 

Once learn&d, the procedure is straightforward and fairly rapid, 

though the results have b~~ely 2-e1gniticant-figure accuracy. 

Solutions for other kinds of discrete search problems have 

been developed by Glu08 (1959) tor the allocation of effort in 
\ \ 

testing for failures in a complex electronic system. In this 

case, instead of a probability of det~ction depending on a 

continuous effort function, times are assumed for checki~ out 

each site and probabilities are given that the specified times 

will find the error. A dynamic programming technique is devel

oped to determine the order in which the sites are to be 

searched so that expected total time is minimized. 
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6.62 Detection Error8. 

We have noted, at several points during our discussion 

ot continuous search coverage, the complexitiea that arise 

when false targets are present. Indeed, in moat cases when 

laying out search strategy in practice, we are forced, at 

present, to assume that the presence of false targets will 

not not alter the structure of the theoretical models, aside 

from reducing the magnitude of some of the parameters. As W~ ko.~ ~(l.\~, 

thiaia one of the reasons that these parameters (sweep width, 

observer's mean velocity, etc.) should be aeasured under oper

ational conditions, ra·ther than taking values from laboratory 

measurements. 

In the case of the search of discrete Bites the inclusion 
I 

of false targets (or detection errors) again adds complexity 

to the analysis. In many of these cases the complexities are 

as great a hindrance. to the practlyal use of the theor0tical 

results as they are with the continuous search results. In a 

.few cases, however, one can simplify the assl~ptiona sufficiently 

to produce ueable solutions. These solutions may at least 

indicate the structure of yet another search operation, that 

of searching for oil or for ore. Here the employment of a 

certain amount of search effort at a site mQy produce a 

positive or a negative indication. If the indication is 
shit 

poaitive 9 it iSI\po0sible that the desired oil or ore is 

"----------------~-----~ 
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nevertheless absent from the site. Likewise there is a non

zero chance that a negative indication may be erroneous. 

A detailed study ot the. observer '.s process of deciding whether 

he has found the target, and how this affects the cost of 

both kinds of error, has be9n discussed by Pollock (1964) 

and others (see Pollock, 1971, for a'bib11ography). We need 

only take the results here, to show how they modify the allo

cation of search effort. The example we usa to illustrate our 

formulas is a simplified model of prospecting for oil or oreo 

In looking for new sources of minerals one first looks 

for possible sites for more detailed study, by searching for 

particular geological formations or other characteristics that 

have been. present iu previous successful strikes -- including 

simple proximity to known sources. This preliminary ex~loration, 

partly in the field and partly from maps, yields estimates of the 

• I 
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likelihood of strikingtfpay dirt" at a number of possible aites. 

From this list of ~ priori probabilities of presence of o~e, one 

must layout a. Btra.te~ tor the mOl"e expensive part or the pros

pecting operation.. Of courSeJ one could blindly sink all further 

effort into the single highest rated site, but it might be better 

in the long run to utilize these ~ prior! probabilities as 'fully 

aa p08sib,le in dociding whether and how to go ahe.d.~he8e estimates 

of the probability of presence of the mineral (which we can again 

call Yj) at each possible site j will be changed 6S the operation 

progresses, but at the beginning, when the first plans are made, 

they are the only measures availab1eo 

At each likely site a survey must be made, Using sonic or 

graVitational or magnetic or electrical ~quipment, to sharpen our 

estimate of the probability of presence of the mineral. The pre

liminary plan must decide how extenai va auch a surveY'3hovld. be. 

Agaia$ the preliminary estimates of survey effort may be modified 

later, but the initial allocation of effort must be made on the 

basiR ot una a priori probabilities ~ By the end of the survey a 

decision must be made, whether to abandon further effort at that 

site or to commence excavation (or drilling), hopefully to obtain 

actual samples of the desired mineral. 

The excavation or drilling is usually much more ~xpen8ive 

th~n the instl~ental survey, and one hopes that the survey has 

reduced the chance of an erroneous decision to excavate, with no 

ore to show for the diggings (An alternative analYSis of this 

decision process is given by MaCQueen and Miller, 1960) • 

It may be that the result of' the survey measurements is to 

increase the chance of deciding to excavate. With no survey we 

may be disinclined. to dig or drill; with a very extensive survey 
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we would have reached a fairly precise estimate of the worth of 

excavation. At the time of the preliminary plans our best "3 .. 
guess as to the likelihood of a decision to exc~vate at site j 

would be the a priori probability Yjo Thus one possible forecast 

of the results of the instrumental surveyia that, aa the survey 

effort is increased from zero to some large value, the chance of 

our deciding to investigate would start from zero and approach 

'the value Yj asymptotically. In other words this chance would 

depend on the effort ¢j 'expended on the survey something .like the 

tunc tion y f 1-8 -~), wi th ~ j being proportional to the expenditure 

involved in ~aking the survey at site j. 

Unless the instruments used in the survey are perfect, a 

certain fraction ~f times the decision is made to excavate, it 

will have been a wrong deci~ion and a lot more money WOUld' have 

been needlessly spent. The crucial question is; how does the 

traction of "dry holes" to "strikes" depend on the amount of 

effort spent on the instrumental survey? Decision theory doss 

not give uS an unequivocal answer to thia questiono Indeed the 

answer dopends on the nature of the equipment used in the survey 

and on how it is usedo All we can do here is to make Q few not 

unreasonable guesses as to possibilities and work out models to 

correspond. In the end the choice of model and the values of its 

parameters will have to be decided on the basis of operational 

experiments, just as was done for the model of search for a 

submarine by a plane. In view of the costs of mineral prospecting' 
".,..". 

and the value of a .. stri......)ke,j, such a series of measurements would 

seem to be a worth while investment a 

At one end of the sequence of possibilities is to assume that 

the amount of effort expended on the instrumental survey changes 
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the probability of reaching a decision to excavate but does not 

alter the ratio between success and failure, if excavation is 

carried out. Put in terms of expected monetary costs and returns, 

this limiting model is: 

!'Qriori probability of presence of ore at site j, reached 
from the preliminary exploration, is Y

j
, the only quanti

tative estimate available at the time of the initial planning. 

Estimated returns from site j, if ora is present and 
discovered by excavation, is'R

j 
• 

Expected cost of excavation to "prove out" site' j is Djo 

!!''xpected cost of instrumental survey 'at j t9 help decide 
whether to excavate is OJ. 

! Erlori probability that a decision will be made to excavate 
at j is Y j (1 - e -130 j). 

! Eriori probability that this decision will be correct, if 
made, is assumed in this model to be equal to Yj' the ~ Eriori 
probability of presence of the oreo Until the instrumental 
survey is made, we have no other information beside Y

j 
and 

the estimated costs; we must use them in laying out our 
preliminary strategy. 

Thus the expected return from site j, if survey effort costing OJ 

were to be expended there, is 

qj = Yj(ljRI- Dj)(l - e-~Oj) 

In other words the expected net return from site j, if 

excavation is decided, is Sj E YjRj - Dj ; there is a chance Y
j 

that the excavation succeeds, returning Rjt but a certainty that 

the excavation will cost an expected Djo Thus the variational 

'problem representinp; this case is: 

Maximize Q .. 'Z[YjSj(l- e- I30 ,1) - OJ} 
j 

Subject to the requirement tnat L:o
j 

• 0 
} (40) 
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~~is is quite similar to the Eqs. (38) for simple eearch of N 

sites, with ~Cj substituted for ~j and 8j'Yj for Yj. The solution 

also is quite similar; 
Rank the sites ~n decreasing order ot magnivude of Yj8j, 
then calculate the sequences Ko ... t 1:0.( I3Y jSj) and 

1 (0. ' ) J"J>I 
Ln I: Kn - n n'Q"(uSn • 

When Ll • 0.( 0 ~ L2 only 8i te 1 (with the largest ya) is to be 
considered. The survey at site 1 is planned to co~t 0 and 
the expected return is 

Q(C) .. "(181(1- e-j;O) 

When Ln< C <. Ln-+-1 (assume that ~~l -o1p (0) then only the n ~OBt 
promising sites are surveyed, the survey coat allocation for 
site j being 

. OJ ta ~(ln(13YjSj) - *Kn 1 + ~o (j:a: n) 

and the expected return is 

~(a) • t Y jSj - P exp [*(K" - ~C)1 - c 
(41) 

. We can now adjus~ the survey cos,t 0 to produce the greatest 

return ~(C), by setting the differential of ~ with respect to 0 

equal to zero. We find the value of n for which 
V'\ 1 

Gtmax(n) II ~Y jSj - ~(Kn + n) is grea.teat 

The'corresponding optimal survey cost allocation is then 

The optimal value of C is for n 8& N (all sites surveyed) unless 

!3Yj S j is leas than unity for some, site; in which case n 1s the 

largest value of j for which ~YjSj) 1. 

To assume, as this model does, that the effect of the 

instrumental survey will have no effect on the ratio, between 
\ . 

(42) 

success or failure of the excavation, but only on the chance of 

of deciding to excavate, is perhaps the most peSSimistic assump

tion to make. We see that it results in the rule that the sites 

with the largest values of YjS j should be surveyed first. 
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At an opposite extreme is the assumption that the probability 

of makimg a decision to excavate at site j is independent of the 

amount of survey effort put in at site j (i.e., it has the valus 

Yj for all valuesot OJ) but the probability that the excavation 

is successful increases, from Y j for C j IZI 0, asymptotically to 

unity ss OJ -+ CD. In other worde the expected probability of 

deciding to excava.te si·te j is Yj and the expected coat of such 

excavation is YjDj' but the expected return from a possible 

successful excavation is Yj[l- (1- Yj)e-tlOj1Rj' increasing as OJ 

is in(~reased. Each of. the N sites chosen may be excavated; the 

detailed instrumental survey is used to improve the chance that 

the excavation is successful. This effect would be greater when 

Y j is near 1/2 than when Y j is near unity (when a detai.lad survey 

m~y not be needed). 

To be realistic, this model must represent a separation of 

the decision process into three steps instead of two (see Engel, 
, , 

1957, for another such model): 
) 1. On the 

"-:-" ... 
(i8 chosen that 

.. -~ mineral. 

basis of map and field exploration a list of sites 
have a good chance of containing the searched-for 

\ .. 
2. Then an initial surveYt using simple equipment, costing 
0

0
, is run· on all chosen sites. On the basis of this survey 

probabilities Yj are assigned. It may be that some y'a 
are near enough unity to justify going ahead with the 
excavation. Also those sites turning out to have y's 
less than some lower limit (presumably 1/2 or'even greater) 
will be discarded from the listo 
3. On the basis of the solution of the variational problem, 
given below, some or all of the sitee remaining may have 
further, more intensive surveye applied before the decision 
to. excavate is made •. 
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The variational problem is thus: 

Maximize Q • L. Y j [1- (1- Y j )e-aqj1Rj - OJ - Y jDj } 

subject to the requirement that ZC j • c (43) 

and the proc~dure for solution is; 

Rank the sites in descending 
Y1(l-Yl)Rl being the largest 
all the y'e are greater than 
~ncreasing order of the r's, 

order of y(l - Y)R t with 
(if the R's are equal and if 
1/2, the sites will be 1n 
the smallest y being first). 

'" Calculate the ascending sequences 

and Ln 101 Kn - n 1n [ClYn (1-Yn)Rnl. 
Kn • ?:In [a.Yj(l-Yj)Rjl 

pI 

When Ll ,.. 0< 0<' L2 , make the intensive survey only ,in site 
lt that has the greatest uncertainty Yl(l-Yl)Rl in expect~d 
return; de-ide on excavating the other sites on the basis 
of the y's obtained from the initial survey (using some 
decision procedure that results in a probability Yj of 
deciding to excavate site j). 

The expected payoff is then 

Q(C) • Q(O) + Yl(l-Yl)Rl(l-e-aC) 

Q(O) ~ La YjCYjR j - Dj } - Co 

When LnA( C< Ln+l (assume that ~ -) 00) only the first n aites 
are given a more detailed survey, the j~th costing OJ; the 
rest are decided on the basis of the initial aurveYe The 
recommended costs OJ of the further survey, and the 
payoff of the plan are then 

expected 

Cj .. ~~lnta.YjCl-Yj)Rj1- *Knl + ~O for j ~ n 

'1.(0) .. ~(O) + ~\:j(l-Yj)Rj - ~exp(~Kn-~C]} 
Q(O) .. ~Yj(YjRj - Dj ) - 00 

)~\ 

-° 

As before, we can now determine the cost of the detailed survey 

allocation that will produce the greatest expected return. The 

result is, for the largest value of n tor which. a.YnCl.-Yn)Rn is 

greater than unity, 

(44) 
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Cmax(n) IIR (Kn/a.) and OJ III ~ lnLaYj(l-Yj )Rj1 J ~ (45) 
~ax(n) • z: 'Yj(YjRj - Dj ) - ~(Kn + n) - 00 

j"~ 

An example of this solution is shown in Fig.23. 

Thus the final results of these two alternative models are 

similar in some respects and contrasting in others. They both 

point to the importance of determining the value of the parameter 

~ or a, measuring the effect of the cost OJ of the instrumental 

survey on the improvement of the probability that excavation will 

be successful. Once even a crude value of this parameter can be 

ebtained, one or the other of the models (or another, perhaps, 

intermediate between the two) can be used to estimate, at the' 

start, the probable worth of the campaign and an initial estimate 

of the allocation of effort that may be involved... These es'timates 

will be altered as the search goes on, but at the beginning, the 

appropriate model, with the best estimates of the values of the 

,,('a, RIa, D's and of a. or 13, is the only way it will be possible 

.. to estimate, qua~titativelYt the projected campaign. 

. For example, both results show that a site j for which the 

a priori estimate of I3Y j Sj or a.Yj(l-Yj)R j is less than unity is 

probably not wo~th including in the campaign. It is better to 

reduce the number'of sites to those that ca~nall be covered by 

some amount of instrumental survey. Thft particular model that 

has been shown to be appropriate will then indicate which sites 
\ 

deserve more coverage than others. 
As a final comment ll the models.discussed.here may be useful 

in other than prospecting operations. For example, the process 
of testing a few samples from each manufactured production lot 
would be the preliminary exploration, determining y; the more 
detailed "instrumental survey" might be the sampling of a larger 
fraction of the output. t1Excavation" would be the testing and 
repairing or discarding each unit. D\ecision "not to excavate" 
would correepond to ~eciding to ecrap the bateh without further 
testing. Analogues in police investigation alao come to mind. 
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6.7 Search for !B Active Evad~~ • 

Heretofo~e ~e have concentrated on the search for an object 

that stays put, or moves without relation to the details of the 

search path. A still more·difficult task is the devising of 

search strategies fora target that is aware of the search and 

tries. to evade. In fact there are very few such solutions that 

are realistic enough to be of practical use. All of them, to 

date, utilize the Theory of Games (see Chapter 5' ) t a theory not 

too productive of useful results as yet. Still, some of the 

results may qualit~tively indicat~ the desired strategyo 

As seems to have been the usual case in search theory, a 

continuous, rather than a discrete example was first worked out. 

The example (see Moree and Kiruball, 1946, page 1(5) is a.n over

simplified model of an air patrol to prevent, a submarine from 

getting through a long strait of varying width, ~lth the sub

marine able to submerge part but not all the time 9 and the 

cross-over barrier patrol having varying degrees of coverage. 
is t~ 

,An al~ernative example~of a patrol to prevent infiltration across 

a length L of the border of a country • 

As with many game theory solutions, the strategies of both 

sides, the infiltrators (I) and the repulsive patrol (R), must 

vary their actions a,long the border; otherwise the opposition 

will lea.rn t~8e a.ctions and devi.se means of circumventing them. 

Only by continuously varying actions, according to a prescribed 

probability distribution, can the opponent be kept guessing. 

Suppose side I sends each infiltrator at random across the border 

with a probability density 'i'(x) that he crose at point x ( 60 that 
L f '.f!(x) dx • 1). And suppose that side R places its patrol at random 
o 
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along x with a probability density ~(x) that the patrol covers x 
L. 

(here also f sd(x) dx ,. 1 ). And, finally. suppose that if a patrol 
o 

happens to be covering x and an infiltrator happens to try crossing 

at x 'then, the p,robability that he will be prevented from crossing 

is P(x). This probability will vary with x~ depending on the 

terrain; in heavily wooded or mountainous country P would be small, 

for example. The axpec'ted fraction of infiltrators tb.a.t are 

prev~nted from crossing the border will~ in the long run, be 
L 

J ... r ~(x) 'lex) P(x) dx (46) 
e 

The problem for side I iato adjust the likelihood of crossing '¥ 

so that J is as small as possible; that for side R is to adjust 

the frequency of patrolo ¢ BO that J is as large as possible .• 

To be safe, side I should arrange '!f so that rio action by R ca.n 

make J larger, and side R should arrange ~ so' that no action by 

I can make J any smaller,. 

Taking side R first, note that, in integral J, if the product 

!&P is smaller., for some range of x, than it is elsewhere,then if 

Bide I finds this out,more infiltrators will be sent through the 
"fJ< 

"weak" rangeAand J will be reduced 1n value. Therefore the safe 

strategy for R is to make ~ inversely proportional to P(x) (heavy 

patrolling where P is small, light patrolling where P is large). 

To be more precise, side R shou~d make 
L 

!&(x) ... [1/N(L)P(x)1 ; N(t). n1/P(X)) d.x 
o 

1n which caSG the fraction of infiltrators 
prevented from crosBing is 

, lo 

J(L) we ~l/N(L)} {'f(X) dx ... [l/N(L)l 
o 

no matter what I does about the shape of ~(x). 

~ 
I 
i 

i 
I . , .1 
I 
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However unless side I does the same thing with ~, side R 

could modify ~ so a~ to increase J. For example ~(x) might be 

[h/p(x)1over a smaller range ~ of L, for which P(x) < H and be 

zero when p(x) > H. In this case 

'lex) liB C Ll/N(~)p(x)l ov~r ~ (48) 
l 0 over the rest of L 

1." 
where N(Ln) III r(l!p)dx_, If side R stuck to the patrol density 

(j 

d of Eq.(4?)9 the value ot J would still be ll/N(L)1t but if R 

learned of the chang~ to the ~ of Eq.(48), he can change ~ to 

increase Jo For example he can make ~ equal to the ~ of EqQ(48), 

omitting any patrolling along L - ~,. where there is no infiltration. 

In that case J(~) would equal [l/N(Ln)j, which is large.r than 

ll!N(L~ because ~ is smaller than L. Of course, if R continued 

to use this patrol density and side I learned of it, he could send 

infiltrators through the unpatroll~d length L Ln without any loss. 

Therefore the sate strategy for both sides is to ~ve both 

~ and ¢ equal the ~(x) of Eq.(4?)e 

'inally, th®r® should be mentioned the discrete cases 

involviDg a search fora conscious evader. ,The problem of & 

numb~r ot discrete sites, where the evader can ,hide and th" 

searcher may iOIOk., seems to be Ii very difficult one to solve. 

A start at a solution has been made by Norris (1962) for the very 

simplified case where the search is conducted in a series of 

d.. .. crete "looks" into the different Sites, with' specified 

probabilities qj of discovering the evader if he is in site j 

when that site is looked intoe As with other game theory solutions, 

this requires a mixed strategy solution, with the evader moving 

from site to site,between looks of the searcher, with specified 
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probabilities *4" k~ ft\a.4(e fl,,(.1I. plus specified probabilities for being 

initially· in the. different sites. The searcher must also use a 

mixture of strategies, each of which consiats of a •• ~i.a of 

looks at a specified seque~ce of sites. 

The gwne 10 determined by alloting quant,(\, of gains to the 

evader every time the searcher looks but does not find him and 

costs every time he changes sites. Norris solved the case for 

two sites in some completeness. He found that if the cost of 

cha?gin~ sites is larger than some limit, tnebest strategy for 

the evader is to choose a site initially, with a probability P of 

gOing toaite 1 and 1- P of going to site 2, and then staying put. 

These probabilities are determined by the relative magnitudes of 

the probabilities ql and q2 of being discovered (which are presumed 

known to both sides). If the searcher assumes that the evader 

~s hidden according to these safest probabilities, he then 

can look in one of the sites, thus changing the ~ priori probab

ility P into an a posteriori probability (if his look does not 

find ,the evader). (See Pollock, 1960, for further discussion). 

The desired sequences of looks are those which tend to keep these 

a posteriori probabilities oscillating with~n limits. The 

searcher must also use a mixture of these "good" sequences 0 

-
The same considerations also enter into the game when the 

evader can move .trom one site to another between looks. When 

more than two sites are involved the problem is considerably 

more complicated.9ther aspects are treated, by Neuta (1963). 

Indeed, this part of the theory is not yet in shape to be 
0.5 ilia \ <Ii. 0.. i" tl\t.Ir,,'3''''''''I'\,). 

useful in any real world situation. In factll.search theory, in 

regard to practical applications, is still in an embrionie state. 

.-. 
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6.8 Applications. 

As indicated several times in this Chapter, although much 

of the basic structure of search strategy has been elucidated 

in the literature, the specific solutions appropriate to a 

given application are, for the most part, yet to be worked oute 

The search process enters into a .surprisingly large number of 

our individual, as well as group, actions. We look for a book 

in the library or an item in a catalogueo Searches are conducted 

for a lost child, a fugitive, a buried city or pocket of oil~ 

an enemy submarine or infiltrating division, a faulty component 

in an ailing piece of equipment or an error in a manufacturing 

process. Each of these searches has ita own physical, procedural 

and econmmic boundary conditions; each requires considerable 

study and experimentation before a workable search strategy can 
i 

be devised for it. In only a few cases have they baen studied, 

measured and analyzed in detail. 

To date, most of the practice of search theory has been 

in, the military field (see, for exam.ple, Koopman, 1946, and the 

bibliographies of Enslow, 1966, and Dobbie, 1968).. Much of the 

detail of these applications is, of course, buried in Secrecy. 

The nature of the search for a person lost in a wilderneas, and 

a few applications of the theory have been reported by Kelley 

(1973).. Some applications in the search for flaws in equipment 

have been reported (see Glues, 1959, for example) and a few 

reports in the field of prospecting (aee Eng'al, for example). 

A small amount of work has been reported (Larson, 1972 ) on the 
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police search problem~ particularly in regard to the allocation 

of patrol effort. Practical app1icationa in many other fields 

are still laeking. 

As for the development of theory, some interesting progress 

has recently been made in the analysis of the effeots of false 

tarp;eta on search strat{tgy (see Stone, 1972 8.1\d Dobbie, 1973) 

and a 1i ttle progress haa been made into the iD:une'llseiy difficult 

problem of the search for a conscious evader. In general, 

however, one has the impression that the theory needs to be 

proved out by application in many more fields before __ f~rthe.f' 

mathematical superstructure is added. T~ ~bbj~ t'io "\i"IZA4.~ 

t-o,~u-.v} e.l\OtJ~"'. 
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